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Abstract
Statistical research can be more difficult to plan than other kinds of
projects, since the research must adapt as knowledge is gained. This
dissertation establishes a formal language and methodology for designing
experimental research strategies with limited resources. It is a mathemat-
ically rigorous extension of a sequential and adaptive form of statistical
research called response surface methodology. It uses sponsor-given in-
formation, conditions, and resource constraints to decompose an overall
project into individual stages. At each stage, a ”parent” decision-maker
determines what design of experimentation to do for its stage of research,
and adapts to the feedback from that research’s potential ”children”, each
of whom deal with a different possible state of knowledge resulting from
the experimentation of the ”parent”. The research of this dissertation ex-
tends the real-world rigor of the statistical field of design of experiments
to develop an deterministic, adaptive algorithm that produces determin-
istically generated, reproducible, testable, defendable, adaptive, resource-
constrained multi-stage experimental schedules without having to spend
physical resource.
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1Introduction
1.1 Overall Purpose of Research
The key purpose of this research is to develop a statistical decision-making method-
ology that can help the researcher to make experimental design choices so as not to
waste resources. Shown below is a comparison table describing the difference between
how response surface methodology has traditionally been done (Traditional RSM),
how others have attempted to automate response surface methodology (Automated
RSM), and this new version of response surface methodology (ARC-RSM).
1
1.1 Overall Purpose of Research
Feature Traditional RSM Automated RSM ARC-RSM
Sequential, adaptive
experimentation
Yes Yes Yes
Able to incorporate
new designs and
methods
Yes No Yes
Able to directly
compare different
approaches to
Response Surface
Methodology
Component-wise No Yes
Able to define
current state of
research
Limited Yes Yes
Able to ensure
terminability
No No Yes
Overall resource
management
No No Yes
Table 1.1: Feature comparison of different approaches to Response Surface
Methodology.
The main contributions of this research is a decision-making statistical approach,
based on response surface methodology, which can not only describe what is being
done at each stage of research, but can also explain why a particular overall strategy
was chosen, and do so in a way that is tenable, comparable, and replicable.
2
1.2 Designing Experiments to Acquire Knowledge
1.2 Designing Experiments to Acquire Knowledge
The general idea of response surface methodology is based around the goal of
determining what controllable factors, called predictors , have a significant effect on
a main element of interest, called a response , and in what way. In order to do this,
there are many questions whose answers are often simply left up to the experimental
designer. Here are some of those questions, paraphrased from Box and Draper (12):
1. What input variables should be studied?
2. What kind of relationships should be considered?
3. How should the response be measured?
4. At which levels (values) of a given input variable should experiments be run?
5. How complex must the model be in a particular situation?
6. How should we represent factors which are categorical (types) rather than numbers?
7. What experimental arrangement (design) should be used?
Box and Draper further describe the problems as follows:
”In brief then, the investigator deals with a number of entities whose na-
tures are necessarily matters of opinion. Among these are (a) the identity
of the space of the inputs and outputs in which the experiments should be
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conducted; (b) the scales, metrics, and transformations in which the vari-
ables should be measured; and (c) the location of the region of interest,
the specification of the model over it, and the experimental arrangement
that should be used to explore the region of interest.”
It is very difficult to know the answers to all of the questions above at the start
of a project. However, when intelligently used, the sequential and iterative nature
of response surface methodology can help to assure that initial bad choices by the
experimenter will be corrected as the process proceeds. The effectiveness of response
surface methodology strongly depends on the communication between the experimen-
tal designer and the experimental designer’s sponsor. The present research creates a
rigorous methodology, made up of mathematical, statistical, and systems structures,
to help researchers take better advantage of response surface methodology as they
investigate phenomena and create statistical models.
1.3 Managing the Resources Needed to Conduct
Experiments
Although individual experimental designs can be adjusted to attempt to get as
much information as possible from a current state of knowledge, and experimental de-
sign includes resource management at a local level, the iterative process of response
surface methodology lacks methods for managing and optimizing the resources re-
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quired over an entire project. There are several additional questions related to overall
project management:
1. How can a knowledge discovery project be decomposed into a sequence of experi-
mental designs?
2. What requirements must be fulfilled to transition from one stage of research to the
next?
3. How might the results of a specific experimental design within a larger project affect
the requirements for the rest of the project?
4. How can limited resources be allocated over a series of experimental designs when
the results of one experimental design will affect the kind of experimental design to
be run next, especially given the fact that the cost of an experimental design will
affect what can be allocated for future experimental designs (the nature of which
is not yet known)?
5. Under what conditions can a research project be considered efficent and sufficent?
There are already multiple approaches to answering questions similar to these,
but they require some form of probabilistic foundation (using probabilities rather
than direct statistical evaluation, inference, etc.), and response surface methodology
is intended for situations where a probabilistic foundation may not exist during the
course of experimentation. Therefore, new approaches must be invented in order to
address these questions. This dissertation will provide such an approach.
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1.4 Approaching Response Surface Methodology
With Mathematical and Systems Perspectives
Response surface methodology uses design of experiments and model conjecture in
an informal and sequential knowledge discovery process, using polynomials to approxi-
mate the relationship between the value of an output variable (response) and the input
variables of interest (predictors). Unfortunately, both of these require considerable
interpretation by the researcher. Consequently, while response surface methodology
has some formal decision-making criteria, it is incomplete, lacking formal criteria for
global resource management and related issues.
An experimental designer works by determining how the testing environment
should be configured, which is a concept that Ashby (20) has discussed in ”Mecha-
nisms Of Intelligence” (20). Figure 1.1 provides a visual example from Ashby of a
designer entering input into a machine:
Figure 1.1: Designer specifying a machine; from ”Mechanisms Of Intelli-
gence” (20).
The experimental designer gets a goal from a sponsor, which here is based on
what the sponsor wishes to learn about the system under investigation. In Ashby’s
terms, the sponsor has a goal which must be communicated to the designer through
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channel ’B’. This concept is described in ”Mechanisms Of Intelligence” (20). Figure
1.2 provides a visual example from Ashby of a sponsor giving the designer a goal:
Figure 1.2: Visual demonstration of a sponsor giving the designer a goal
through channel ’B’; from ”Mechanisms Of Intelligence” (20). This will be
used later to help visually present this dissertation’s methodology.
The sponsor regulates the designer by transmitting sufficent information to achieve
the goal, while the designer can request such information from the sponsor as needed.
In experimental design, this is achieved by having the designer interview the sponsor.
Figure 1.3 shows the designer using the goal to configure the machine ’F’ (using
channel ’C’) to take in input (information about what is to be regulated) and send
out the relevant output (orders for what is to be regulated):
Figure 1.3: Goal-directed regulator from ”Mechanisms Of Intelligence”, where
’C’ is the channel the designer uses to communicate with ’F’, (x1, . . . , xm) are
the machine inputs, and (y1, . . . , yn) are the machine outputs.(20). This is
to give a visual hint as to how Ashby’s goal-directed regulator is applicable to
design of experiments.
Similarly, Figure 1.4 shows a visual example of a general model of an experimental
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design:
Figure 1.4: General model of a Design of Experiments system from ”Design
and analysis of experiments” (62).
This is a basic example of the strength of the conceptual relations between Ashby’s
work on setting goals in cybernetic systems and response surface methodology. In
later sections, it will be shown how Ashby’s goal-directed regulator will be interpreted
in order to govern response surface methodology.
Table 1.2 summarizes the primary deliverables of this research.
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Formal language and definitions of what knowledge the sponsor will
contribute, and will receive
Formal language and definitions of what knowledge the
experimental designer will contribute, and will receive
Formal language and definitions for analytical tasks and
experimental designs
Formal language and definitions for preferences and dependencies
of analytical tasks and experimental designs
Methodology for representing feedback
Methodology for incorporating feedback, preferences and
dependencies into selection of choices for analytical tasks and
experimental designs
Rules for what the sponsor and experimental designer are allowed
to influence
Proofs of unique choice selection by algorithm
Proofs that the general algorithm terminates in finite time
Demonstrations of methodology’s effectiveness at determining
affordability
Table 1.2: Steps to complete research.
The remainder of this document further elaborates on these concepts. Chapter
2 describes the background that explains the relevant concepts as they are currently
defined. Chapter 3 describes the conceptual model of this methodology’s approach
to RSM. Chapter 4 contains the descriptions of all the technical components of the
ARC-RSM algorithm, with conditions, requirements, and mathematical proofs of
conceptual model. Chapter 5 describes how the sponsor and designer interact to give
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the designer the necessary information to specify the algorithm’s parameters. Chapter
6 describes five interconnected examples showing the applicability, testability, and
adaptability of the methodology. Chapter 7 summarizes the results, discusses current
limitations in the methodology, and lists some possible future research involving this
methodology.
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2Background/Related Works
2.1 Response Surface Methodology
2.1.1 What is Response Surface Methodology?
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is an iterative process that was in-
vented in 1951 (Box and Wilson (13)), which uses various methods including design of
experiments, to determine which controllable factors significantly affect a variable of
interest (and how), and then to perform local approximation within the experimental
region. In modular form, the most basic procedure in response surface methodology
is Conjecture/Design/Experiment/Analyze (CDEA), which can be iterated
as necessary, either to explore the current experimental region or to adjust the exper-
imental region as is suitable and accessible. A visualization of this process (Box and
Draper (12)) is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Visualization from Box and Draper (12) of the Conjec-
ture/Design/Experiment/Analyze process.
The Conjecture module uses knowledge gained from previous iterations to deter-
mine what to ask during the next CDEA iteration, should another CDEA iteration
be needed. The Design module determines which statistical data structure (experi-
mental design) to use in order to answer the questions from the Conjecture module
with available resources. The Experiment module performs the experimental runs
(each experimental run is a single implementation of given input parameters) and
records the experimental results. The Analyze module performs the appropriate tests
on the experimental run results, and outputs the tests’ conclusions of the current
12
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experimental design. Essentially, the Analysis module uses the data provided by the
Experiment module (which performs the experimental runs constructed by the De-
sign module), to compute the answers to statistical questions posed by the Conjecture
module. It is this methodology that will be explored and improved.
2.1.2 Design of Experiments
An experimental design is a collection and arrangement of experimental runs
designed to gain the information most relevant to the project goals with a minimum
of resource and time, while compensating for nuisance factors (elements which
may affect the response, but are not of interest to the experimenter) (Montgomery
(62)). The available resources are analyzed to determine what experimental designs
are viable, and which experimental design would be most appropriate for satisfying
the goals of the research. The experimental design is chosen according to how and
why each factor is selected, and how each is suspected to interact with the other
factors of interest.
Even though some projects may be small enough to complete with a single exper-
imental design, scientific investigations usually require more than one set of exper-
iments. Thus, many designs are intended to be part of a larger sequence of exper-
imental designs. Although each experimental design has an internal mathematical
justification for its structuring, it is up to the experimenter to properly choose and
integrate the designs into an overall project. For more details, see Appendix A.1.
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2.1.3 Automating ARC-RSM
Many researchers perform experimentation without properly justifying the ex-
perimental designs. Without adequate justification of choice of the experimental
designs, the conclusions of the experimentation cannot be justified. Any automation
of resource-constrained response surface methodology must adequately address the
following issues:
• The results of current experimentation must affect the kind of experimentation
that will occur next.
• The number and nature of the possible results of current experimentation can
only be determined after its experimental design has been constructed. If the
experimental design is changed, the number and nature of possible results would
necessarily change as well.
• The cost of an experimental design affects what can be allocated for future
experimentation.
• In order for planning elements to choose and possibly change their own individ-
ual experimental designs and evaluation methods, the elements must be able to
determine what experiments could follow any experimental design performed,
and ensure that the sum of the expenses required to carry out all of the exper-
imentation does not exceed the given budget for time and resources.
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Another concern is communication and comparison between different research
communities, since their philosophical interpretations of response surface method-
ology can be disparate enough that it is difficult to transfer knowledge from one
response surface methodology interpretation to another. In addition, overall resource
management is not discussed in the current Response Surface Methodology literature.
This is true even with the examples in this section, which are the best available.
Figure 2.2 from Neddermeijer, van Oortmarssen, Piersma, and Dekker (66) depicts
a meta level description for automating response surface methodology, except that it
assumes that screening has already been performed.
15
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Figure 2.2: Framework for an Automated Response Surface Methodology Al-
gorithm from Neddermeijer, van Oortmarssen, Piersma, and Dekker (66), to
show a current attempt to automate response surface methodology.
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Additionally, their algorithm does not allow for the introduction of new strategies
and elements, and its terminating condition is not clear. Schamburg and Brown (80)
present a qualitative methodology for approaching response surface methodology from
a systems point of view. In another paper from the same year, Brown and Schamburg
(15) present a more descriptive approach to response surface methodology, shown in
Figure 2.3. However, the framework misses details regarding model selection, de-
pendencies between response surface methodology iterations, and termination within
finite time.
17
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Figure 2.3: Diagram from Brown and Schamburg (15) describing their ”Mod-
ified Response Surface Methodology”, to show a different kind of attempt to
automate response surface methodology.
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The framework of Nicolai and Dekker (68) implements a traditional approach to
response surface methodology, and as such, there is no assurance that their algorithm
will terminate. Although their paper describes game theoretic approaches, its descrip-
tions and integrations of response surface methodology methods within the described
framework are vague. Screening is also assumed to have been performed before the
start of their algorithm, which is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Diagram from Nicolai and Dekker (68) describing their response
surface methodology framework, to show another previous attempt to automate
response surface methodology.
kl
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2.2.1 Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling
The resource-constrained project scheduling problem is the problem of ar-
ranging different activities required to complete a specific project, while making sure
the resources used by those activities are not exhausted before the project is com-
plete. There is no general consensus for solving the problem, but there are examples
demonstrating near optimal solutions, given available methods.
In particular, if the experiments take the same amount of time and the cost of each
experiment is known beforehand, there are many well known solutions. For projects
with interdependent activities, precedence, which states what activities must be com-
pleted before others can be attempted, becomes an important issue. An example
from Ben Abdelaziz, Krichen, and Dridi (6) is provided in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Structure of the resource-constrained project scheduling problem,
where the resources are labeled as R1 through R4, from Ben Abdelaziz, Krichen,
and Dridi (6)
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From this common structure, there are several ways to approach the resource-
constrained project scheduling problem. Fleszar and Hindi (30) and Ben Abdelaziz,
Krichen, and Dridi (6) introduce a partial order, but most use metaheuristics to guide
behavior (Fleszar and Hindi (30), Kolisch and Hartmann (51) (52) (53), Ouelhadj and
Petrovic (74)). However, in response surface methodology, the sequence of experi-
mental designs is not fully known, since each experimental design is a reaction to the
analysis of the last experimental design. Consequently, existing resource-constrained
project scheduling approaches may be useful for an initial project design, but an im-
plementation that properly accounts for this lack of knowledge requires additional
mathematical structures that the current resource-constrained project scheduling ap-
proaches cannot or do not incorporate.
2.2.2 Game Theory/Decision Theory
Game theory is based around analyzing games, where a game is a system in
which there are multiple interdependent elements(players) that each follow formal
rules(Osborne and Rubinstein (73)). Each player forms a strategy out of available
choices to pursue a goal while considering the other players’ goals and available
choices. By analyzing the possible strategies each player can have, as well as the
possible outcomes of each player following a particular available strategy, it is possi-
ble to study the interrelationships of the players in the system. Decision theory can
be considered to be part of game theory by considering the decision process to be a
game against nature, where nature is considered to be a player that does not care
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about the decision maker’s actions (Parsons and Wooldridge (75)).
Game theory, however, is generally probabalistic rather than statistical, whereas
this research focuses on situations where the probabilities are unknown. Like game
theory, statistics does not put the focus on what the result will be, but whether or
not the conclusion will meet certain standards of correctness. These standards can
be mathematical, statistical, or correctness of information known about the system
being studied.
An analytical task produces a result from a set of multiple possible results, based
on observations from a system which is not totally understood, and so there is in-
complete and imperfect information about the results of each choice. Therefore, in a
game where analytical tasks make up the choices, that game must be considered as
having incomplete and imperfect information.
The following example shows the process of attempting to reduce the variety of
choices to a single choice, in order to determine a decision. To begin, Figure 2.6
shows an example of a decision maker’s possible choices (θ1− θ4), taken from a set of
generally applicable actions:
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Figure 2.6: Initial collection of considered choices a decision maker has avail-
able.
First, since resources are limited, the choice(s) that cannot be afforded must be
removed. In this case, assume that the cost of θ4 exceeds the budget for the project
and therefore must be removed.
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Figure 2.7: Current choices a decision maker has considered available, after
unaffordable choices are removed.
Next, the choice(s) that cannot produce results of interest to the sponsor are
removed. In this example, perhaps θ1 includes an expensive test for something the
sponsor does not consider relevant to the given problem.
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Figure 2.8: Current choices a decision maker has available, after choices with
uninteresting results are removed.
Then, the choice(s) that do not incorporate the desired standards of correctness
are removed. For example, θ3 might produce a relevant result, but may not sufficently
address the kinds of error that the sponsor is most concerned with.
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Figure 2.9: Remaining choices a decision maker has available, after choices
that do not incorporate the desired standards of correctness are removed.
Since exactly one choice remains, then that is the preferred choice. If there are no
choices left, then either the circumstances of the game (amount of available resources,
nature of the goal, etc.) or the variety-reducing criteria need to be changed to allow
at least one choice. If there are multiple choices left, then the variety-reducing criteria
needs to be adjusted or expanded to differentiate between the choices, making sure
to provide justification for the nature of the changes.
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Resource-Constrained Response
Surface Methodology (ARC-RSM)
3.1 Generating approaches to RSM from collec-
tions of experimental designs
Design of experiments works locally, based on current knowledge, which means
that the most basic research strategy is a collection of experimental designs. An ex-
perimental design can have the order of its runs randomized, but the runs themselves
are predetermined before any run of the experimental design is performed. Following
this, research strategies need to be fixed as much as possible, since there is no point in
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trying to ’trick’ nature, to avoid confusing randomness within the research strategy
for randomness within the system being observed.
Termination conditions are not well described in RSM literature. Consequently,
this methodology introduces its own means for incorporating termination conditions.
Also, boundary conditions need to be incorporated in order to insure both termination
of the research strategy design process, and the termination of the research strategy in
application. Since RSM is an iterative knowledge discovery process, the termination
and boundary conditions will be based around the emerging behavior of research
strategies. For example, resource needs may not be entirely determinable from the
initial state, so feedback will be used to consider potential future needs that may not
be anticipated with one experimental design.
3.2 Response Surface Methodology Iterations in
Terms of Collective Behavior
First, the interpretation of response surface methodology used in this research
will be clarified. As described in Section 2.1.1, each iteration of response surface
methodology is made up of four interacting elements; Conjecture (C) Design (D),
Experiment (E) and Analyze (A), which are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Visual description of a single CDEA iteration of response surface
methodology.
Each CDEA element (Conjecture, Design, Experiment, Analyze) has its own in-
ternal processes and communicates information with other elements as described in
Figure 3.1, working together on different parts of a single experimental design. There-
fore, each element must have a response for whatever information it receives, and its
output must be valid input for its recipient. The behaviors of E and A are mechanical
responses to C and D, and form the operational component . The C and D ele-
ments determine what experimental design and associated analytical tasks can and
should be run, and comprise the strategic component . C and D must be able to
work with each other, and must operate in compatibility with E and A.
In terms of individual CDEA iterations, each iteration is the response to the
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real world results of previous experimentations. Therefore, each iteration can be
considered a ”move” in a game against nature. Since the strategic component of a
CDEA iteration is where planning occurs, the output of the strategic component of a
CDEA iteration will be called a planned move . A collection of planned moves will
be called a research strategy .
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Figure 3.2: Visual description of a research strategy.
The next section describes the requirements that a research strategy must meet.
3.3 Research Strategy Requirements
A scientific investigation involving the collecting of empirical data is not usually
completed with a single experimental design, but rather with a sequence of experi-
mental designs whose nature develops according to the results of evolving knowledge.
Consequently, an overall methodology coherently linking the individual CDEA itera-
tions is required, and such a methodology does not currently exist.
Regardless of the situation, a researcher following a research strategy should be
able to statistically derive the sponsor-desired information within the resource con-
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straints. Each experimental design uses a predetermined and finite amount of re-
source, and produces results from a known set of possible conclusions that can be
reduced algebraically to a known finite set of significant conclusions. Furthermore,
each subsequent experimental design is a reaction to the conclusions made by that
previous experimental design. For example, the first experimental design might have
a single hypothesis test, so the next experimental design invoked would need to de-
velop a reaction according to the null hypothesis being rejected, and be able to react
to the null hypothesis not being rejected. In general, a research strategy should be
a dynamic plan that is defendable, efficient, terminating in finite time, and within
budget. It should be noted that an effective research strategy might not produce
the desired result. For instance, it may be that no controllable factor considered by
the sponsor has any significant effect on the response y, so that would be the honest
conclusion, even if it fails to achieve the intended overall goal of the project’s sponsor.
There are three types of knowledge that are considered when implementing a
CDEA iteration; facts, goals, and resources. Facts describe the variables under study
and what has been determined about them. Goals describe what knowledge the
sponsor wants to obtain. Resources describe the current state of testing conditions.
In more detail:
• Facts
A fact predicate, or fact for short, is a predicate that represents a statement
about at least one system element determined to be relevant directly or indirectly
by the designer and/or sponsor ( i.e. scrPass(x1, y), meaning ”x1 has passed the
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screening test with respect to y” ).
Examples:
– conclusions of experimental designs determined by designer and/or sponsor
– initial sponsor-defined assumptions
• Goals
A goal command, or goal for short, is a command that represents a client-specified
objective ( i.e. opt(x1, y), meaning ”optimize the response y in terms of the pre-
dictor x1” ).
Examples:
– what the sponsor wants to know
• Resources
A resource predicate is a predicate that states information about the available
resources ( for example, avail(3, l, t), meaning ”only 3 samples of l for each unit
of time t” ).
Examples:
– amount of time left available for experimentation
– types of physical resource available
– available amounts of each type of resource
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– constraints on the accessibility of each type of resource
Therefore, let F be the set of all finite sets of facts that a team could consider,
G be the set of all finite sets of goals a team could be given, and H be the set of
all finite sets of possible resource states (finite quantities and types of resource). Let
I = F ×G ×H , which shall be referred to as the knowledge state index set , and
an element of I will be considered a knowledge state index . The knowledge state
index representing the state of knowledge at the beginning of the research strategy(the
knowledge given by the sponsor) is called the initial knowledge state index . Since
this research works with the knowledge state index set I, it is useful to have clear,
technical language for interacting with I.
Definition 3.1. For any i = (F,G,H) ∈ I, define iF := F, iG := G, iH := H. For
any J ⊆ I, define
JF := {F ∈ F : (F,G,H) ∈ J for some G ∈ G , H ∈H }
JG := {G ∈ G : (F,G,H) ∈ J for some F ∈ F , H ∈H }
JH := {H ∈H : (F,G,H) ∈ J for some F ∈ F , G ∈ G }
The research strategy must have a planned move for the initial knowledge state
index, and a planned move for each knowledge state index that could follow the initial
knowledge state index until experimentation is complete.
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Note that a research strategy is designed to specify the implementation and anal-
ysis of real-world experimental runs, but experimental runs are not performed during
its strategy development process.
3.4 Preference Function Lists
There are several important things to consider regarding the response surface
methodology procedure:
1. Each experimental design is determined by the conclusions that exist at the begin-
ning of the CDEA iteration and the overall goal. Also, due to resource constraints,
there is always a finite upper bound for how many experiments can be performed.
2. The only operation that can be considered expensive is the actual running of exper-
iments, expressed in terms of time and resources.
3. The information available at any point must be considered imperfect and incomplete,
since the environment is at least partially unknown, and there is a possibility of an
incorrect conclusion at every stage of research.
A preference function list is a list of preference-generating functions (which have
been created by the sponsor and experimental designer), including local decision pref-
erences and success conditions, in order to determine a choice where several choices are
technically acceptable. The designer transmits information to the machine through
the preference function list created by the designer with the sponsor’s information
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and approval (agreement between designer and sponsor on what the sponsor really
wants). Each preference function represents the sponsor’s response to a particular
question that an experimental designer needs to ask the sponsor.
Definition 3.2. A preference function is a function pref pk : I → A where I is the
knowledge state index set and A is a set of preference choices based upon the purpose
of the preference function. A sponsor-designer preference function list is a
list of preference functions,{pref pk}k, which share a domain I. Let P be the set of all
sponsor-designer preference function lists. Each type of decision made with a sponsor-
designer preference function list corresponds directly with a specific function within
each of the sponsor-designer preference function lists (for example, determining if the
goals are satisfied).
This next set of preference functions are the preference functions that all sponsor-
designer preference function lists are required to have. First is the preference function
needed to determine successful termination of experimentation.
Definition 3.3. The boolean preference function pref pprojSat within a sponsor-designer
preference function list p ∈ P that determines whether experimentation should be
considered successfully finished is called the project satisfaction function of p.
Next is the preference function that determines how important it is that experi-
mentation can be completed from a given knowledge state index.
Definition 3.4. The nonnegative real-valued preference function pref pweight within a
sponsor-designer preference function list p ∈ P that determines how important it is
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that experimentation can be completed from a given knowledge state index is called
the index priority weight function of p.
Then, the preference function that determines if a planned move is acceptable.
Definition 3.5. The nonnegative real-valued preference function pref pthresh within a
sponsor-designer preference function list p ∈ P that determines the minimum level
of successful feedback (from 0 to 1, 0 being feedback of no success, 1 being feedback
of complete success) required for acceptance is called the feedback compromise
threshold function of p.
Figure 3.3 presents a visual demonstration of the overall method in terms of the
Ashby goal-oriented regulator described in Section 1.4:
goal, 
sponsor preferences 
Research Strategy 
Construction 
Goal Experimental Designer 
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Figure 3.3: Black-box diagram of the generation of a research strategy.
Based on these ideas, this research constructs a formal language for the decisions
made in response surface methodology that can determine if a research strategy can
be constructed from sponsor-given information, according to sponsor-defined condi-
tions.
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3.5 General Algorithm for Constructing Research
Strategies
Suppose that we had an initial knowledge state index i0 as defined in Section 3.3,
and a sponsor-designer preference function list p as defined in Section 3.4.
First, p is used to create a task list T to be performed at i0, and an experimental
design list DT from which to choose an experimental design that T will be performed
on, such that the expense of performing T is not greater than the available resources.
Figure 3.4 shows a visual example1:
⋮ 
⋮ 
1 
1 
2 
2 
i1,1 
i1,n 
i2,1 
i2,n 
i0 
} possible results of choice 1={T,d1} 
} 
T={τ1}               DT={d1,d2}               pref: d1 > d2 
possible results of 
choice 2={T,d2} 
Figure 3.4: Visual example of acceptable choices.
In this example, the choice θ1 = (T, d1), where d1 is the most preferred design in
DT , will be temporarily considered the initial planned move. Next, this process is
continued from the knowledge state indexes after θ1 at i0 (i1,1, . . . , i1,n) to determine
if the project can be completed after the current initial choice. If not, then the choice
1For the sake of simplicity, there is only one analytical task and two experimental designs.
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θ1 = (T, d1) is no longer considered, d1 is removed from DT , and the next most
preferred design d2 ∈ DT is selected, and the process begins again for the new choice
θ2 = (T, d2). Note that d1 and d2 have the same number of possible results because
they have the same task list.
If DT is exhausted without finding a research strategy, then T is reduced by remov-
ing the analytical tasks of lowest priority, a new DT is constructed, and the process
starts again. The first choice that is completable within the resource constraints is
considered the preferred choice; thus, no other choice is of interest past this point.
If there are no choices left, then either the project circumstances (amount of
available resources, nature of the goal, etc.) or the variety-reducing criteria need to
be changed to allow at least one choice.
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ARC-RSM
4.1 ARC-RSM Algorithm Overview
In order to organize the research process, the basic concepts of RSM are listed in
order of importance, greatest to least:
1. affordability of chosen research strategy (without this condition being met, the
research strategy can’t be done)
2. meeting of satisfaction conditions (without this condition being met, the re-
search strategy may not be useful)
3. performing of priority analytical tasks (experimental designs exist in order to
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have analytical tasks performed on them)
4. selection of preferred experimental designs
Figure 4.1 is a visual representation of the choice selection process that will be
described in this section:
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 (Start) take in input variables 
(preference function list, knowledge state index) 
determine analytical task list 
determine design list 
return F-ResErr 
(resource error) 
return F-Good 
(Success) 
return F-LogErr 
(logic error) 
remove analytical tasks of least pref-
erence from analytical task list 
assign most 
preferred design 
in design list 
as current design 
remove most preferred 
design from design list 
determine 
feedback from 
successors of current 
planned move 
if no more experimentation 
needs to be done 
if more experimentation 
needs to be done 
if the analytical task 
list is empty 
if the analytical 
task list is 
nonempty 
if design list 
is empty 
if analytical 
task list is still 
nonempty 
if design list 
is nonempty 
if feedback is 
satisfactory 
if feedback is not 
satisfactory 
if analytical 
task list is 
now empty 
if design list is 
still nonempty 
if design list 
is empty 
Figure 4.1: Visual representation of the algorithm for the construction of a
planned move.
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4.2 Basic ARC-RSM Analytical Task Terms
The following definition describes analytical tasks as they will be interpreted dur-
ing the construction of a research strategy.
Definition 4.1. An analytical task τ is a function which represents a particular
statistical process (for example, screening a predictor), directed towards an analytical
target x (for example, a predictor being screened). A potential argument for an
analytical task is represented as an ordered pair (x, aτ |i), where x is the analytical
target, and aτ |i is the additional information needed to specify the analytical task at
i ∈ I(levels of significance, etc.), and returns the set of potential facts representing
the possible conclusions of that process (for example: {the predictor passes screening,
the predictor fails screening}). Let T be the set of all analytical tasks, X be the set of
all analytical targets, Aτ be the set of possible arguments for a given analytical task
τ ∈ T , and AT =
⋃
τ∈T Aτ .
This next set of domains are needed to clarify where analytical tasks can be used,
and to specify the analytical tasks according to sponsor-designer requirements.
Definition 4.2. For a given τ ∈ T , the preference function targetListpτ takes in a
knowledge state index i ∈ I, and returns the list of analytical targets that τ is to be
used on at i. targetListpτ (i) is the target list of τ at i given p.
Definition 4.3. For a given τ ∈ T , define Iτ ⊆ I as the set of knowledge state indexes
where τ is applicable (contains analytical targets for τ , etc.). Iτ is the knowledge
criteron of τ . For K ⊆ T , IK :=
⋂
τ∈K Iτ is the knowledge criteron of K.
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The analytical task specification function is the preference function which
specifies and prioritizes each instance of an analytical task in a task list.
Definition 4.4. For a given τ ∈ T , the preference function pref pτ within a sponsor-
designer preference function list p ∈ P that is used to determine user arguments and
priorities for an analytical task τ ∈ T is called the analytical task specification
function of p for τ . Specifically, for any i ∈ I,
pref pτ (i) := {τ px|i = (τ, (x, a), k) : x ∈ targetListpτ (i), a ∈ Aτ , k ∈ [0, 1]}
For t = (τ, (x, a), k) ∈ pref pτ (i) define ttask := τ , targ := (x, a), and
tpriority := k.
This next notation represents the range of a specified analytical task.
Definition 4.5. For S ⊆ pref pτ (i), define
−→
S := {τ(x, a) : (τ, (x, a), k) ∈ S for some k ∈ [0, 1]}
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4.3 Basic ARC-RSM Experimental Design Struc-
tures
Since changing an experimental design can change the amount of resources it
requires, each experimental design will be considered fully specified.
Definition 4.6. Let D be the set of all unperformed experimental designs to be con-
sidered. Each element in D represents a specific experimental design setup.
Since experimental designs will be chosen with respect to a previously constructed
task list and real resource constraints, these next definitions represent the domains
within which an individual experimental design can be chosen.
Definition 4.7. For a given d ∈ D, define Id ⊆ I as the set of knowledge state
indexes where d can be performed affordably. Id is the affordability criteron of d.
Definition 4.8. For a given K ⊆ T and U ⊆ X, define DK|U ⊆ D as the set of
experimental designs that can incorporate U , and that K can be performed upon. DK|U
is the application criteron of K given U , and DK := {d : d ∈ DK|U for some U ⊆
X} is the application criteron of K.
Definition 4.9. For a given K ⊆ T and d ∈ DK, define Id|K := Id ∩ IK. Id|K is the
strategic criteron of d given K.
Since exactly one experimental design will be used for each task list, the preference
ordering of experimental designs will be strict.
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Definition 4.10. For a given K ⊆ T and d ∈ DK, the preference function pref pd|K :
Id|K → [0, 1] within a sponsor-designer preference function list p ∈ P that is used to
determine the user preference for the experimental design d (0 is no interest, 1 is high-
est interest) is called the experimental design preference ordering function
of p for d given K. It should be noted that for any i ∈ I and distinct d1, d2 ∈ DK,
that pref pd1|K(i) 6= pref
p
d2|K(i) if either pref
p
d1|K(i) or pref
p
d2|K(i) are nonzero, in order
to maintain strict preferences between experimental designs.
Definition 4.11. For p ∈ P , define
Dp := {d : d ∈ D, pref pd|K(i) > 0 for some K ⊆ T and i ∈ I}
Dp is the preferred design set given p.
It should be noted that, as a rule of thumb, the priority/preference of any given
task/design should be zero, unless explicitly defined by the client and designer. Even if
there is no strict difference in client/designer preference between two or more designs,
the experimental design preference ordering function must be specified as if there is,
even if it is by constructing research strategies for all preference ordering permutations
for choices of equal client/designer preference.
Resource cost is a vital part of this research. Consequently, a formal language is
needed to represent the counting arguments required to keep track of resource cost
as resource allocation is planned out.
Definition 4.12. For i ∈ I and d ∈ D, define cost(d) as the resource cost of using
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d. Let iH − cost(d) represent the change of resources from iH after d is performed,
and let iH /cost(d) equal the maximum number of times that cost(d) could be removed
from iH . For d1, d2 ∈ D, cost(d1) ≤ cost(d2) means that d2 has at least the same
change in resources as d1. For d ∈ D and i ∈ I, cost(d) ≤ iH means that d is
affordable at i.
4.4 Ordering of Analytical Tasks
This section describes how the lists of analytical tasks are collected, reduced,
specified, sorted and accessed.
The first list is for what analytical tasks are available at a given knowledge state
index.
Definition 4.13. For i ∈ I, define
Ti := {τ : τ ∈ T, i ∈ Iτ}
Ti is called the available analytical task list in terms of i.
The next list is for the analytical tasks that are available at a given knowledge state
index and are of interest according to a given sponsor-designer preference function
list.
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Definition 4.14. For i ∈ I and p ∈ P , define
T(i,p) := {t : t ∈ pref pτ (i), τ ∈ T, i ∈ Iτ , tpriority > 0}
T(i,p) is called the specified analytical task list in terms of (i, p).
This next list is to determine what analytical tasks are to be removed from a given
analytical task list, according to a given sponsor-designer preference function list, if
feedback indicates they cannot all be performed.
Definition 4.15. For i ∈ I, p ∈ P , and S ⊆ T(i,p), define
lpt(i, p) := {t : t ∈ S, tpriority ≤ τpriority for all τ ∈ S}
lpt(i, S, p) is called the lowest priority analytical task list by p in S at i.
4.5 Ordering of Experimental Designs
This section describes how the lists of experimental designs are collected, reduced,
specified, sorted and accessed.
The first list is for what experimental designs are available at a given knowledge
state index for a given analytical task list.
Definition 4.16. For i ∈ I and K ⊆ T , define
D(i,K) := {d : d ∈ D, i ∈ Id|K}
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D(i,K) is called the available design list in terms of (i,K). Di := D(i,Ti) is called
the available design list in terms of i.
The next list contains the experimental designs that are available at a given knowl-
edge state index for a given analytical task list, and are of interest according to a
given sponsor-designer preference function list.
Definition 4.17. For i ∈ I, K ⊆ T , and p ∈ P define
D(i,K,p) := {d : d ∈ D(i,K), pref pd|K(i) > 0}
D(i,K,p) is called the specified design list in terms of (i,K, p). D(i,p) := D(i,T(i,p),p)
is called the specified design list in terms of (i, p).
Since only one experimental design can be chosen, the next function determines
how to choose the most preferred experimental design from a list of experimental
designs
Definition 4.18. For i ∈ I, K ⊆ T , nonempty L ⊆ D and p ∈ P , define
mpd(i,K, L, p) := m
where m ∈ L and pref pm|K(i) ≥ pref pd|K(i) for all d ∈ L, and mpd(i,K, ∅, p) := ∅.
mpd(i,K, L, p) is called the most preferred design by p in L at i for K.
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4.6 Basic Requirements for ARC-RSM Structures
This section includes special requirements that must be met in order to satisfy
later theorems.
First, for each goal and sponsor-designer preference function list, there must be
some set of conditions that will satisfy the goal according to the sponsor-designer
preference function list.
Definition 4.19. Let p ∈ P . If, for any G ∈ G , there exists an i ∈ I such that
iG = G and pref
p
projSat(i) = True, then p is satisfiable with respect to (I, T,D).
If each p ∈ P is satisfiable with respect to (I, T,D), then P is satisfiable with
respect to (I, T,D).
Next, conclusions must be distinct from each other to prevent logical contradic-
tions.
Definition 4.20. For a given i ∈ I, define (iF )∗ ⊆
⋃
F∈F F as the set of facts
containing iF and the facts that contradict any of the facts in iF (for example, if x1
could be blue or red, and iF contained the fact that x1 was blue, then (iF )
∗ would
contain the fact that x1 was blue, and the fact that x1 is red). (iF )
∗ is called the
logical span of iF in F .
Definition 4.21. For a given τ ∈ T , if τ(x, aτ |i) ∩ (iF )∗ = ∅ for any i ∈ Iτ and
(x, aτ |i) ∈ dom τ , then τ is a valid analytical task.
If each τ ∈ T is a valid analytical task, and (F1)∗ ∩ (F2)∗ = ∅ for F1 ∈ ran τ1 and
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F2 ∈ ran τ2 where τ1, τ2 ∈ T such that τ1 6= τ2, then T is a valid analytical task
set.
Next, there must be boundary conditions to ensure both the creation of a research
strategy and the implementation of that research strategy are completed in finite time.
Definition 4.22. If a p ∈ P meets the following requirements:
1. For i ∈ I, |T(i,p)| <∞ (finite number of tasks chosen at each stage)
2. For i ∈ I, |ran τp| < ∞ for each τp ∈ T(i,p). (Each task has a finite number of
possible conclusions)
3. For i ∈ I, |D(i,K,p)| < ∞ for each K ⊆ T . (finite number of experimental
designs considered for each set of analytical tasks)
4. For any d1 ∈ Dp, there exists a d2 ∈ Dp such that 0 < cost(d2) ≤ cost(d1), and
there does not exist a d3 ∈ Dp such that cost(d3) < cost(d2). (minimum cost
boundaries for experimentation)
then p is bounded with respect to (I, T,D).
If each p ∈ P is bounded with respect to (I, T,D), then P is bounded with respect
to (I, T,D).
For ARC-RSM, it is required that T be a valid analytical task set, and P be
satisfiable and bounded with respect to (I, T,D). Therefore, these conditions will be
assumed in the following sections.
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4.7 Research Strategy Design Processes
This next section describes the main processes and states that make up the choice
selection process.
The first definition is a very important one: the selection and organization of
analytical tasks and experimental designs for a given knowledge state index, according
to a given sponsor-designer preference function list.
Definition 4.23. Let i ∈ I and p ∈ P . Let Υ(i,p)0 = T(i,p). Given Υ(i,p)k 6= ∅ and
D
(i,Υ
(i,p)
k ,p)
6= ∅, let nk = |D(i,Υ(i,p)k ,p)| and Φ
(i,p)
k = {d(i,p)(j,k)}nkj=1 = D(i,Υ(i,p)k ,p), where
d
(i,p)
(1,k) = mpd(i,D(i,Υ(i,p)k ,p)
, p), d
(i,p)
(2,k) = mpd(i,D(i,Υ(i,p)k \{d
(i,p)
(1,k)
},p), p), . . . , and Υ
(i,p)
k+1 =
Υ
(i,p)
k \ lpt(i,Υ(i,p)k , p). Else, then let nk = 1, and Φ(i,p)k = ∅. This sequence Λ(i,p) =
{{(Υ(i,p)k , d(i,p)(j,k))}nkj=1}sk=0 is called the reducing algorithm of p at i.
Note that for an unbounded p ∈ P , its reducing algorithm may not be finite.
However, since this research is only interested in bounded p ∈ P , this next proof will
show that the reducing algorithm constructed from such a p is finite.
Theorem 4.24. For i ∈ I, and p ∈ P , if the following are satisfied:
• T is a valid analytical task set.
• p is bounded with respect to (I, T,D).
then for i ∈ I, Λ(i,p) contains a finite number of choices.
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Proof. Let i ∈ I, and let Λ(i,p) = {{(Υ(i,p)k , d(i,p)(j,k))}nkj=1}sk=0 be the reducing algorithm
of p at i. Then since p is bounded with respect to (I, T,D), then |T (i, p)| < ∞ by
definition of bounded. Then since s ≤ |T (i, p)|, then s is finite.
Since p is bounded with respect to (I, T,D), then nk =
∣∣∣Φ(i,p)k ∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣D(i,Υ(i,p)k ,p)∣∣∣ is
finite for 0 ≤ k ≤ s by definition of bounded. Therefore, there are ∑sk=0 nk < ∞
possible choices to consider.
Since i ∈ I is arbitrary, then for any i ∈ I, Λ(i,p) contains a finite number of
choices.
The next definition describes how to calculate the successors to a given knowledge
state index after a given task list and experimental design have been chosen for
consideration.
Definition 4.25. For i = (iF , iG , iH ) ∈ I, p ∈ P , S ⊆ T(i,p), and d ∈ D(i,S,p), define
δ(i, p, S, d) := {j : j ∈ I, jF = iF ∪ y for y ∈ Yp,S,d, jG = iG , jH = iH − cost(d)}
where Yp,S,d = {
⋃
F∈−→S {fF} : fF ∈ F for each F ∈
−→
S }, and iH −cost(d) is the change
of resources from iH after d is performed. δ is called the transition function, and
δ(i, p, S, d) is the successor list of (i, p, S, d). Define ∆(i,p) := {δ(i, p, S, d) : (S, d) ∈
Λ(i,p)} as the successor potential of i using p.
A knowledge state index can either be a terminating index under p, where
experimentation would stop, or an intermediate index under p. There are several
types of terminating indexes, which this next set of definitions will describe.
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Definition 4.26. Let i ∈ I and p ∈ P , and let Λ(i,p) = {{(Υ(i,p)k , d(i,p)(j,k))}nkj=1}sk=0 be the
reducing algorithm of p at i. If pref pprojSat(i) = True, then p is successful at i, which
is called an F-Good terminating index under p. If i is not an F-Good terminating
index under p, and Υ
(i,p)
0 = ∅, then p is unsuccessful at i for logic reasons, which is
called an F-LogErr terminating index under p. If i is neither an F-Good nor
F-LogErr terminating index under p, and Φ
(i,p)
k = ∅ for all k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , s}, then p is
unsuccessful at i for resource reasons, which is called is an F-ResErr terminating
index under p. If i is an F-Good terminating index, F-LogErr terminating index, or
F-ResErr terminating index, then i is a terminating index under p.
The type of an intermediate index is determined by the feedback from its succes-
sors, and the feedback from its successors is determined partially from the types of
those successors. This next set of definitions describes this recursive process.
The process begins with the function that evaluates the successor list of the in-
termediate index.
Definition 4.27. The feedback evaluation function κ : I×P → R¯ evaluates the
successor lists of intermediate indices.
κ determines the type of the intermediate index.
Definition 4.28. Let i ∈ I be an intermediate index under p. If κ(i, p) ≥ pref pthresh(i),
then i is an F-Good intermediate index under p. If κ(i, p) = −∞, then i is an
F-LogErr intermediate index under p. If i is not an F-Good or F-LogErr in-
termediate index under p, then i is an F-ResErr intermediate index under p.
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Since intermediate indexes are evaluated with the terminating indexes that are
contained in the same successor list, common names for their types must be defined.
Definition 4.29. If a knowledge state index is either an F-Good intermediate index
or F-Good terminating index under p, then it is F-Good under p. If a knowledge state
index is either an F-LogErr intermediate index or F-LogErr terminating index under
p, then it is F-LogErr under p. If a knowledge state index is either an F-ResErr
intermediate index or F-ResErr terminating index under p, then it is F-ResErr
under p.
Once the common names are defined, a function can be constructed to evaluate
each index in the successor list.
Definition 4.30. ise : I × P → R is the state evaluation function. For i ∈ I
and p ∈ P , define
ise(i, p) :=

1 if i is F-Good under p
−∞ if i is F-LogErr under p
0 if i is F-ResErr under p
ise(i, p) can also be set to halt and flag the research construction process if an
F-LogErr knowledge state index is encountered, in order to make sure such errors are
manually addressed by the sponsor and designer.
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After each knowledge state index in the successor list is evaluated, their collective
feedback value can be determined.
Definition 4.31. For i ∈ I, p ∈ P , where i is an intermediate index under p, and
L ∈ ∆(i,p), define
slfe(i, p, L) :=

∑
h∈L ise(h,p)pref
p
weight(h)∑
h∈L pref
p
weight(h)
∑
h∈L pref
p
weight(h) 6= 0
1
∑
h∈L pref
p
weight(h) = 0
slfe is called is the successor list feedback evaluation function.
The feedback evaluation function then determines the greatest possible collective
feedback value for the intermediate index.
Definition 4.32. For i ∈ I and p ∈ P , where i is an intermediate index under p,
define
κ(i, p) := max
({
slfe(i, p, L) : L ∈ ∆(i,p)
})
This next function returns the preferred choice for an intermediate index, which
is a choice that fits the criteria of the reducing algorithm, and is the first choice in
the algorithm that is not eliminated by feedback.
Definition 4.33. Let i ∈ I and p ∈ P , such that i is an intermediate index under p,
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and let Λ(i,p) = {{(Υ(i,p)k , d(i,p)(j,k))}nkj=1}sk=0 be the reducing algorithm of p at i. Define
pc(i, p) := (Υ
(i,p)
k , d
(i,p)
(j,k))
where slfe(i, p, δ(i, p,Υ
(i,p)
k , d
(i,p)
(j,k))) ≥ min(pref pthresh(i), κ(i, p)), and there does not ex-
ist a (Υ
(i,p)
s , d
(i,p)
(r,s)) such that slfe(i, p, δ(i, p,Υ
(i,p)
r , d
(i,p)
(r,s))) ≥ min(pref pthresh(i), κ(i, p))
and either r < k or r = k, s ≤ j. pc(i, p) is called the preferred choice of p at i.
This next function, using the previously described methods, returns the planned
move for a given knowledge state index, according to a given sponsor-designer pref-
erence function list.
Definition 4.34. Let p ∈ P . For i ∈ I define
θ(i, p) :=

pc(i, p) if i is an intermediate index under p
(FinishGood,Finish) if i is an F-Good terminating index under p
(FinishResErr,Finish) if i is an F-ResErr terminating index under p
(FinishLogErr,Finish) if i is an F-LogErr terminating index under p
where Finish is a placeholder when no design is needed, FinishGood is a command
to finish experimentation as a success, FinishResErr is a command to finish experi-
mentation as a partial success, and FinishLogErr is an error command stating that
p could not find relevant analytical tasks to address i. Define θp := {θ(i, p)}i∈I . θp is
called the research strategy of p. Define ΘP := {θp}p∈P . ΘP is called the research
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strategy set for P .
For i ∈ I, if θ(i, p) is F-Good, then p is successful (goal attaining, within budget,
logically defendable, reproducable) at meeting the project requirements starting at
i.
4.8 ARC-RSM Partial Orders
This section discusses and demonstrates partial orders that can be used to partially
order I in terms of P . Those partial orders will then be used to show useful properties
of this methodology.
Definition 4.35. For p ∈ P and i ∈ I, c = (c1, c2) ∈ Λ(i,p) is a potential choice
for i by p if c2 ∈ D(i,c1,p).
Definition 4.36. For p ∈ P , ωp ⊆ I × I is a relation called a research strategic
arrangement of I such that for ij, ik ∈ I, if (ij, ik) ∈ ωp, there exists a potential
choice c = (c1, c2) ∈ Λ(i,p) such that (ij, im) ∈ ωp if and only if im ∈ δ(ij, p, c1, c2).
For ij, ik ∈ I, (ij, ik) ∈ ωp can be written as ij ωp ik. Let Ωp be the set of all research
strategic arrangements for a given p ∈ P , and let ΩP be the set of all research strategic
arrangements for each p ∈ P .
Definition 4.37. Given a sequence {uj}mj=1 ⊆ I, if there exists a p ∈ P and ωp ⊆ I×I
such that uj ω
p uj+1 for j ∈ {1, · · · ,m− 1}, then {uj}mj=1 ⊆ I is a considered path
from u1 to um through ω
p. For a, b ∈ I and p ∈ P , b is considerable from a through
ωp if there exists a considered path from a to b through ωp.
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This section will later show that considered paths are, in fact, paths.
Definition 4.38. For a, b ∈ I and ωp ∈ ΩP , a 4ωp b if and only if b is considerable
from a through ωp.
Lemma 4.39. Let T be a valid analytical task set. For distinct a, b ∈ I and p ∈ P ,
if a 4ωp b, then aF ⊂ bF .
Proof. Since a 4ωp b, then there exists a considered path {uj}mj=1 ⊆ I from u1 = a
to um = b through ω
p. Therefore, since T is a valid analytical task set, then (uj)F ⊂
(uj+1)F for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . .m − 1}. Therefore, aF = (u1)F ⊂ (um)F = bF , so
aF ⊂ bF .
Theorem 4.40. Let T be a valid analytical task set. Then 4ωp is a partial order.
Proof. For a ∈ I, a is always considerable from a using the trivial sequence {a}, so
4ωp is reflexive.
Assume that a, b ∈ I such that a 4ωp b, and a 6= b. Therefore, b is considerable
from a through ωp. Therefore, since p ∈ P , then by Lemma 4.39, aF ⊂ bF . Therefore,
bF 6⊂ aF , so by Lemma 4.39, b 64ωp a. Therefore, since a, b ∈ I are arbitrary, 4ωp is
antisymmetric.
Assume that a, b, c ∈ I such that a 4ωp b and b 4ωp c. Since a 4ωp b and b 4ωp c,
then b is considerable from a through ωp and c is considerable from b through ωp.
Therefore, there exist sequences {uj}mj=1, {vk}nk=1 ⊆ I such that u1 = a, um = v1 =
b, vn = c, {uj}mj=1 is a considered path from a to b through ωp, and {vk}nk=1 is a
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considered path from b to c through ωp. If {uj}mj=1 and {vk}nk=1 intersect at an index
d ∈ I, then b 4ωp d and d 4ωp b, so since 4ωp is antisymmetric, d = b. Therefore,
{uj}mj=1 and {vk}nk=1 can be connected into a new sequence {wl}m+n−1l=1 , which is a
considered path from a to c through ωp. Therefore, c is considerable from a through
ωp, so a 4ωp c.
Therefore, 4ωp is transitive.
Since 4ωp is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive, it is a partial order.
Definition 4.41. For a, b ∈ I, a 4Ωp b if and only if there exists a ωp ∈ Ωp such that
a 4ωp b.
Theorem 4.42. Let T be a valid analytical task set. Then 4Ωp is a partial order.
Proof. For a ∈ I, a is always considerable from a using the trivial sequence {a}, so
4Ωp is reflexive.
Assume that a, b ∈ I such that a 4Ωp b, and a 6= b. Therefore, there must exist
a p ∈ P such that b is considerable from a through ωp. Therefore, since p ∈ P , by
Lemma 4.39, aF ⊂ bF . Therefore, bF 6⊂ aF ., so by Lemma 4.39, b 64Ωp a. Therefore,
since a, b ∈ I are arbitrary, 4Ωp is antisymmetric.
Assume that a, b, c ∈ I such that a 4Ωp b and b 4Ωp c. Since a 4Ωp b and b 4Ωp c,
then there exist ωp1, ω
p
2 ∈ Ωp, such that b is considerable from a through ωp1 and c is
considerable from b through ωp2. Therefore, there exist sequences {uj}mj=1, {vk}nk=1 ⊆ I
such that u1 = a, um = v1 = b, vn = c, {uj}mj=1 is a considered path from a through
ωp1, and {vk}nk=1 is a considered path from b through q. If {uj}mj=1 and {vk}nk=1
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intersect at an index d ∈ I, then b 4Ωp d and d 4Ωp b, so since 4Ωp is antisymmetric,
d = b. Therefore, there exists a ωp3 ∈ Ωp such that {(uj, uj+1)}m−1j=1 , {(vk, vk+1)}n−1k=1 ⊆
ωp3. Therefore, c is considerable from a through ω
p
3, so a 4Ωp c. Therefore, 4Ωp is
transitive.
Since 4Ωp is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive, it is a partial order.
This next theorem establishes that the logical structure a sponsor-designer pref-
erence function list generates is a tree (there is at most one path between any two
points). It also shows that considered paths are, in fact, paths.
Lemma 4.43. For a, b ∈ I, p ∈ P , and ωp ∈ Ωp, if a 4ωp b, then a 4Ωp b.
Proof. Since a 4ωp b and ωp ∈ Ωp, then a 4Ωp b by definition of 4Ωp .
Theorem 4.44. Let T be a valid analytical task set. For distinct a, b, c ∈ I and
p ∈ P , if a 4ωp b, a 4ωp c, b 64ωp c, and c 64ωp b, then there does not exist a d ∈ I
such that b 4Ωp d and c 4Ωp d.
Proof. Since a 4ωp b and a 4ωp c, where a, b, c are distinct, then there exist distinct
sequences {uj}mj=1, {vk}nk=1 ⊆ I such that u1 = v1 = a, um = b, vn = c, {uj}mj=1 is
a considered path from a to b through ωp, and {vk}nk=1 is a considered path from a
to c through ωp. If um = b ∈ {vk}nk=1, then b 4ωp c, which contradicts an initial
assumption that b 64ωp c. Therefore, there exists a k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m} such that
uk 6= vk. Also, since u1 = v1 = a, then there exists a k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m} such that
uk = vk. Therefore, choose k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m} such that uk 6= vk.
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Assume there exists a d ∈ I such that uk 4Ωp d and vk 4Ωp d. Since uk 6= vk,
and u1 = v1 = a, then k > 1. If uk−1 = vk−1, then uk, vk are both successors of
uk−1, so uk, vk have the same amount of resources, and are the results of the same
analytical tasks. Therefore, since uk 6= vk, then they must differ in the results of the
tests. Therefore, if uk 4Ωp d and vk 4Ωp d, then by Lemma 4.39, (uk)F ⊂ dF and
(vk)F ⊂ dF , so (uk)F ∪ (vk)F ⊂ dF , so dF must have contain two facts from the
same output of a τ ∈ T , which contradicts the initial assumption that T is a valid
analytical task set. Therefore, uk−1 = vk−1 must be false, so uk−1 6= vk−1.
Therefore, if ut 6= vt for t ∈ {2, · · · ,m}, and ut 4Ωp d and vt 4Ωp d, then
ut−1 6= vt−1. Also, if ut 4Ωp d for t ∈ {2, · · · ,m}, then us 4Ωp d for s ∈ {1, · · · , t−1},
by Theorem 4.42 and Lemma 4.43. Similarly, if vt 4Ωp d for t ∈ {2, · · · , n}, then
vs 4Ωp d for s ∈ {1, · · · , t− 1}, by Theorem 4.42 and Lemma 4.43.
Therefore, for k ∈ {2, · · · ,m} such that uk 6= vk, and t ∈ k, · · · ,m, if uk 4Ωp d
and vt 4Ωp d, then u2 4Ωp d and v2 4Ωp d, so u1 6= v1, which contradicts u1 = v1 = a.
Therefore, since um = b and vn = c, there does not exist a d ∈ I such that b 4Ωp d
and c 4Ωp d.
The next proofs show that the reducing algorithm can be evaluated in finite time.
Lemma 4.45. Let T be a valid analytical task set. Then for each i ∈ I, there exists
a finite length l such that any considered paths to i through any ωp ∈ Ωp are bounded
by l.
Proof. Let i ∈ I.
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Let l = |iF |, which is finite by definition of F . Therefore, since T is a valid
analytical task set, then by Lemma 4.39, any considered path to i can have length at
most l <∞.
Since i ∈ I is arbitrary, then for each i ∈ I, there exists a finite length l such that
any considered paths to i through any ωp ∈ Ωp are bounded by l.
Lemma 4.46. Let p ∈ P be bounded. Then for each i ∈ I, there exists a finite length
l such that any considered paths from i through any ωp ∈ Ωp are bounded by l.
Proof. Let i ∈ I.
By definition ofH , the number of types of resource are finite. Therefore, since p is
bounded, there exists a finite subset Dmin ⊆ Dp such that cost(d) > 0 for all d ∈ Dmin,
and there does not exist a d1 ∈ Dp such that cost(d1) < cost(d2) for some d2 ∈ Dmin.
Therefore, there exists a dmin ∈ Dmin such that iH /cost(dmin) ≥ iH /cost(d0) for all
d0 ∈ Dmin, and therefore iH /cost(dmin) ≥ iH /cost(d0) for all d0 ∈ D. Therefore, any
considered path from i can be at most length iH /cost(dmin).
Let l = iH /cost(dmin). Since dmin ∈ Dmin, then cost(dmin) > 0. And by definition
of H , iH has a finite amount of resources. Therefore, any considered path from i
can be at most length l <∞.
Since i ∈ I is arbitrary, then for each i ∈ I, there exists a finite length l such that
any considered paths from i through any ωp ∈ Ωp are bounded by l.
Lemma 4.47. For i ∈ I, and p ∈ P , if the following are satisfied:
• T is a valid analytical task set.
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• p is bounded with respect to (I, T,D).
then for i ∈ I, there are a finite number of maximal considered paths from i
through Ωp.
Proof. Let i ∈ I. Define Ji = {j : j ∈ I, i ωp j for some ωp ∈ Ωp}. By Theorem 4.24,
Λ(i,p) contains a finite number(N) of choices. Since p is bounded, then for each
c := (c1, c2) ∈ Λ(i,p), δ(i, p, c1, c2) is finite. Therefore, |Ji| ≤ |N | ·max{|δ(i, p, c1, c2)| :
(c1, c2) ∈ Λ(i,p)} <∞, so |Ji| <∞. Therefore, since i ∈ I is arbitrary, then for j ∈ Ji,
|Jj| <∞, and |Jj′| <∞ for j′ ∈ Jj, and so on. Therefore, for each 0 < k <∞, there
exists a finite Mk = max{|δ(j, p, c1, c2)| : j ∈ I, (c1, c2) ∈ Λ(j,p), dist4Ωp (i, j) = k − 1},
where dist4Ωp (i, j) is the minimum length of a path from i to j using 4Ωp .
By Lemma 4.46, there exists a finite length l such that all considered paths from
i through Ωp have length at most l. Therefore, there are at most
∏l
k=1 |Mk| < ∞
considered paths from i through Ωp.
Because there are a finite number of considerable paths from i, each of finite
length, exploration of all paths from i can be accomplished in finite time.
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5Sponsor-Designer specification of
ARC-RSM
5.1 Preliminary Sponsor-Designer Discussions
Design of Experiments, and therefore ARC-RSM, is based on statistical methods
and being able to get needed specification information from the sponsor about what
statistical methods are appropriate for the current project. In order to make design
choices, a designer must first have answers to the following questions:
• What is the goal?
• What information would satisfy this goal?
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This information gives at least a basic pseudocode about how to program the
project satisfaction function pref pprojSat.
The set of analytical tasks, T , needs to contain tasks that can produce information
that would satisfy the goal. Because of this, more questions must be answered:
• What relevant information is initially available?
• What available analytical tasks would be able to produce the needed informa-
tion?
• What additional information do the required analytical tasks need?
• What available analytical tasks would be able to produce the information needed
for those analytical tasks?
This particular conversation helps determine a conceptual breakdown of the overall
goal into stages that will be useful in making individual decisions. When breaking
down a goal conceptually, the key idea is to decompose the problem into pieces that
can each be completed in one step.
Once there is an idea about what analytical tasks are needed, the set of exper-
imental designs, D, needs to have affordable experimental designs that can support
those tasks. Therefore, more questions must be answered:
• What resources (including time) are available?
• What are the available testing conditions?
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• What experimental designs of interest, if any, are able to support the kinds of
needed analytical tasks, and can fit the testing conditions (at all)?
This conversation is important for not only determining what can be done, but
for helping get an idea for how complex the project might really be, especially with
respect to what can be done within an available budget. The project goal might be
simplified, and/or the resources might be increased.
At this point, there will be a conceptual understanding of what needs to be done,
and what can be done. This understanding will get more and more precise as further
specifications are made.
5.2 Sponsor-Designer Task and Design Selections
When specifying analytical tasks, the following questions must be answered:
• What level of information will be considered necessary for completing the project?
• What system variables are of greatest interest?
• What system interactions are of greatest interest, and to what degree?
• What information can be sacrificed in order to afford completing experimenta-
tion?
• How can non-critical analytical tasks be prioritized?
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These questions will determine the analytical task specification functions, al-
though they can be changed later if they are judged to be inadequate during research
strategy construction.
When choosing experimental designs, the following questions must be answered:
• What is considered more important: cost, or quality?
• How will that decision be influenced by the content of knowledge state indexes?
• How will those previous two decisions be influenced by differing amounts of
available resources?
These questions will determine the experimental design preference ordering
function , although like the analytical task specification functions, it can be changed
later if it is judged to be inadequate during research strategy construction.
5.3 Sponsor-Designer Feedback Specifications
When compromise occurs in ARC-RSM, it means that the ideal solution is not
available. In order to get an initial idea about how compromise should occur, these
questions must be answered:
• In general, what level of compromise is considered acceptable?
• Where would compromise be more acceptable?
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The index priority weight function is used to determine the importance of a given
successor. When determining the index priority weight function, the following ques-
tions must be answered:
• What possible knowledge state indexes represent scenarios of greatest interest?
• Under what circumstances should a unsuccessful successor be ”settled for” by
its parent?
The feedback compromise threshold function is used to provide the standard used
to determine if the feedback is good enough, or whether the planned move needs to
make compromises. When determining the feedback compromise threshold function,
the following questions must be answered:
• Should the index priority weight function be incorporated in deciding the quality
of feedback needed to accept a planned move?
• If so, how?
• Should knowledge state index information be incorporated in deciding the qual-
ity of feedback needed to accept a planned move from that knowledge state
index?
• If so, how?
The index priority weight function and feedback compromise threshold function
are there to incorporate where the sponsor is willing to compromise for the sake of
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being able to affordably gain the most valuable information from this project. These
functions, along with the other preference functions, can be adjusted if they are judged
to be inadequate during research strategy construction.
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6Applications and Demonstrations
6.1 Summary of Simulation Code and Testing Meth-
ods
This section describes the testing of the decision-making process of ARC-RSM,
as determined by the preference functions. To do this, an example is derived from
Karnik, Gaitonde, and Davim (45):
Example 6.1. A manufacturing company is having a quality issue with the parts they
are manufacturing having exit burrs.
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Figure 6.1: Exit burrs observed during drilling.
A company representative (the sponsor) has contacted a statistician familiar with
experimental design (the designer) to help plan research to determine how burrs are
influenced by characteristics of the manufacturing process.
ARC-RSM is itself algorithmic, so the code used to enact it is a literal inter-
pretation of the mathematical structures, with additional code for specification of
the preference functions, user input, and graphical output. The code does not only
perform ARC-RSM, but takes in user input, and presents the results in a visually
interesting and informative manner that is compatible with LaTeX.
Since the algorithm is tree-based (see Theorem 4.44), it is implemented through
recursion. Each node develops its own respective subtree based on its own reducing
algorithm. If a knowledge state index’s successors meets the feedback conditions,
the successors’ respective subtrees are then attached to the current node, and the
current knowledge state index would now have its own respective tree. In the case
where a knowledge state index is a terminating index, the tree is just the knowledge
state index’s node by itself. Once this process is completed, this tree represents
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the constructed research strategy. The code is distinguished into several categories:
interface scripts, main functions, preference functions, conversion functions, logical
functions, sorting functions, display functions, and miscellaneous functions, in total
constituting 4425 lines of code.
Interface scripts are scripts like the main menu, and anything that would take
in user data and regulate execution of the functions. The main functions are func-
tions like the preferred choice function, and any function of ARC-RSM that would
not change based upon the project. Preference functions are those functions that
are specified during the sponsor-designer interactions. Conversion functions convert
one data type into another. Logical functions are simply those functions that return
Boolean values that are not main or preferred functions, such as a function to de-
termine if a task list has nonlinear terms. Sorting functions sort the data, such as
arranging the outputs of analytical tasks to insert into successors, and/or creating
reference points to better access the outputs of Matlab’s statistical functions. Display
functions display information in a way that users can understand. The miscellaneous
functions are those functions that do not fit into any of the previous categories.
There are five different, interconnected phases showing the applicability, testabil-
ity, and adaptability of the methodology:
1. The first phase reflects the initial sponsor’s viewpoint of how experimentation
should proceed, to see if a research strategy can be formed.
2. The second phase extends the first phase by trying to find a minimal strategy
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meeting the initial preferences.
3. The third phase is a refinement of the preferences to find a better working
research strategy.
4. The fourth phase demonstrates what happens when a project’s satisfaction re-
quirements are too strict.
5. The fifth phase tests how well a research strategy can react to unexpected loss
of resource.
Each of the first four phases uses four different functions (simple polynomials, for
ease of comparison) as test cases, with different levels of interaction, significance, and
polynomial order:
1. The first function is a complete quadratic function including CuttingSpeed,
FeedRate, and PointAngle. All quadratic and linear terms should make it into
the response function estimation.
2. The second function is a linear function including CuttingSpeed, FeedRate,
and PointAngle. All linear terms, and no quadratic terms, should make it into
the response function estimation.
3. The third function is a complete quadratic function including CuttingSpeed,
FeedRate, but not PointAngle. All quadratic and linear terms including
CuttingSpeed and FeedRate, but not PointAngle, should make it into the
response function estimation.
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4. The fourth function does not include CuttingSpeed, FeedRate, nor PointAngle.
No terms including CuttingSpeed, FeedRate, or PointAngle should make it
into the response function estimation. Ideally, they should all be screened out.
The last phase uses the first function, while changing the amount of resources
during experimentation in order to observe how the algorithm is able to adapt to
those changes.
6.2 Phase 1 - Initial Phase
6.2.1 Preliminary Sponsor-Designer Discussions
The designer goes over the following questions with the sponsor:
Question: What is the goal?
The sponsor wants to be able to predict the size of exit burrs created during
manufacturing.
Question: What information would satisfy this goal?
The sponsor wants to know how exit burrs are affected by the manufacturing
process.
Question: What relevant information is initially available?
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The sponsor says that cutting speed, feed rate, and the point angle are the signif-
icant influences of interest.
Question: What available analytical tasks would be able to produce the needed infor-
mation?
The designer concludes that since the sponsor wants to be able to predict burr size,
a response function is needed for that element in terms of the significant influences
of interest. Therefore, regression is needed.
Question: What additional information do the required analytical tasks need?
The sponsor has provided cutting speed, feed rate, and the point angle as the
significant influences of interest. Therefore, the designer decides that the variables
for those elements (CuttingSpeed, FeedRate, and PointAngle respectively) should
be screened before or during the modeling process.
Question: What available analytical tasks would be able to produce the information
needed for those analytical tasks?
According to the designer, there should be significance tests included in the mod-
eling process. These may be done before and/or during the regression.
Question: What resources (including time) are available?
The sponsor says that time is not a constraint, but there are the following limita-
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tions:
• Each run costs 1 unit of MaterialSample
• There are 90 units of MaterialSample
Question: What are the available testing conditions?
The sponsor provides the following information:
• CuttingSpeed (CS) can be between 20 – 50 m/min
• FeedRate (FR) can be between 10 – 20 mm/rev
• PointAngle (PA) can be between 0 – 45 degrees
Question: What experimental designs of interest, if any, are able to support the kinds
of needed analytical tasks, and can fit the testing conditions (at all)?
Since the design must perform regression within a closed and finite space, the
experimental designer is interested in the 2k factorial design with either 2 or 3 repli-
cations.
6.2.2 Sponsor-Designer Task and Design Selections
Question: What level of information will be considered necessary for completing the
project?
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The sponsor wants an approximation of the response function for BurrSize, and
has no preference towards its form.
Question: What system variables are of greatest interest?
The sponsor is interested in CuttingSpeed the most, then FeedRate, and then
PointAngle.
Question: What system interactions are of greatest interest, and to what degree?
The sponsor does not have any preferences in terms of interactions.
Question: What information can be sacrificed in order to afford completing experi-
mentation?
The sponsor is interested in CuttingSpeed the most, then FeedRate, and then
PointAngle. Therefore, testing for PointAngle significance has the lowest priority,
then FeedRate, with testing for CuttingSpeed being considered essential.
Question: How can non-critical analytical tasks be prioritized?
The sponsor wants an approximation of the response function for BurrSize, and
has no preference towards its form. Therefore, the sponsor and designer agree on the
following prioritization, from highest priority to lowest:
• analyze effect of CuttingSpeed on BurrSize
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• analyze effect of FeedRate on BurrSize
• analyze effect of PointAngle on BurrSize
Question: What is considered more important: cost, or quality?
The sponsor wants the best affordable quality available at each stage.
Question: How will that decision be influenced by the content of knowledge state
indexes?
The sponsor does not want the decision regarding cost vs. quality to be affected
by the current state of knowledge unless it is shown to be not affordable.
Question: How will those previous two decisions be influenced by differing amounts
of available resources?
The sponsor decides that regardless of the amount of available resources, higher
quality experimental designs should be preferred over cheaper ones.
6.2.3 Sponsor-Designer Feedback Specifications
Question: In general, what level of compromise is considered acceptable?
The sponsor wants a response function appromimation of BurrSize in terms of
at least CuttingSpeed, and will compromise anywhere else.
Question: Where would compromise be more acceptable?
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The sponsor wants an attempt to model a response function for BurrSize in terms
of at least CuttingSpeed, and will not compromise on that, but will compromise for
anything else.
Question: What possible knowledge state indexes represent scenarios of greatest in-
terest?
The sponsor does not care what kind of response function is returned, wants to
keep an eye out for scenarios where no response function can be generated.
Question: Under what circumstances should a unsuccessful successor be ”settled for”
by its parent?
The sponsor wants some sort of response function for BurrSize, so wants complete
success from feedback; at least to begin with.
Question: Should the index priority weight function be incorporated in deciding the
quality of feedback needed to accept a planned move? If so, how?
The sponsor and designer agree to use equal weighting for each outcome, with
complete success from feedback as the feedback criteria.
Question: Should knowledge state index information be incorporated in deciding the
quality of feedback needed to accept a planned move from that knowledge state index?
If so, how?
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The sponsor and designer agree on complete success from feedback as the feedback
criteria for each knowledge state index.
6.2.4 Specifications Expressed Formally by Designer for Phase
1
Number of samples: 90
Project Satisfaction Condition:
All predictors screened out, or response function constructed
Task Specification Function:
If potential predictors have not gone through screening (in order of preference, greatest
to least):
screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
screen(BurrSize(CS, FR))
screen(BurrSize(CS))
If potential predictors have gone through screening (in order of preference, greatest to
least):
quadraticmodel(BurrSize(screened predictors)),
linearmodel(BurrSize(screened predictors)),
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linearmodel(BurrSize(screened predictors - screened predictor of least priority))
...
linearmodel(BurrSize(highest priority screened variable)),
Experimental Design Preference Ordering Function:
For screening (in order of preference, greatest to least):
Full Factorial Design, 3 replications
Full Factorial Design, 2 replications
For linear modeling (in order of preference, greatest to least):
Full Factorial Design, 3 replications
Full Factorial Design, 2 replications
For quadratic modeling:
Central Composite Design
maximum number of center points = (number of screened predictors+2)*2
minimum number of center points = number of screened predictors+4
maximum number of factorial points = 3
minimum number of factorial points = 2
maximum number of axial points = 3
minimum number of axial points = 2
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start with maximum values, reduce number of center points first, then number of
axial points, then number of factorial points
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6.2.5 Constructed Research Strategy - Initial Phase
Figure 6.2 is a visual representation of the F-Good research strategy, determined
from Section 6.2.4:
blue F-Good
red F-ResErr
magenta F-LogErr
Figure 6.2: Tree graph of research strategy for initial phase.
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These are the intermediate knowledge state indexes of the strategy constructed in
Phase 1:
i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 90
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.1: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0 during Phase 1
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i0x2
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.2: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x2 during Phase 1
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i0x3
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: FR
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(FR))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.3: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x3 during Phase 1
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i0x4
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.4: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x4 during Phase 1
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i0x5
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(PA))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.5: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x5 during Phase 1
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i0x6
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, PA))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.6: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x6 during Phase 1
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i0x7
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(FR, PA))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.7: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x7 during Phase 1
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i0x8
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 10 center points
Design Cost 52
Table 6.8: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x8 during Phase 1
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6.2.6 Model Approximation Testing - Initial Phase
Phase 1 - Test 1
Function to Approximate: BurrSize= 0.71CS + 0.31FR+ 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗
CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The initial knowledge state index is i0, which is described in Table 6.9:
i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 90
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.9: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 1 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0, the predictors that passed the screening
process are CuttingSpeed, FeedRate, and PointAngle. As the result of the exper-
imental events at the previous knowledge state index, the current knowledge state
index is now i0x8, which is described in Table 6.10:
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i0x8
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 10 center points
Design Cost 52
Table 6.10: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 2 of
Phase 1 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0x8, the model is estimated to be BurrSize
= 0.016 + 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗CS - 9.9e-3FR∗FR - 0.01PA∗PA.
As the result of the experimental events at the previous knowledge state index, the
current knowledge state index is now i0x8x336, which is described in Table 6.11:
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i0x8x336
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 14
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Modeled Predictors:
CS, FR, PA,CS ∗ CS, FR ∗ FR, PA ∗ PA
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.11: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 3 of
Phase 1 - Test 1
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.12.
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6.2 Phase 1 - Initial Phase
Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = 0.016 +
0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS ∗CS
- 9.9e-3FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA -
0.01CS ∗ CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
+ ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 90
Total Sample Cost 76
Number Of Samples Left 14
Table 6.12: Final Results of Phase 1 - Test 1
Phase 1 - Test 2
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = 0.71CS - 0.31FR + 0.46PA + , 
∼ N(0,0.01)
The initial knowledge state index is i0, which is described in Table 6.13:
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i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 90
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.13: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 1 - Test 2
After performing the planned move of i0, the predictors that passed the screening
process are CuttingSpeed, FeedRate, and PointAngle. As the result of the exper-
imental events at the previous knowledge state index, the current knowledge state
index is now i0x8, which is described in Table 6.14:
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i0x8
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 10 center points
Design Cost 52
Table 6.14: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 2 of
Phase 1 - Test 2
After performing the planned move of i0x8, the model is estimated to be BurrSize
= 0.11 + 0.71CS - 0.32FR + 0.46PA + 1.8e-5PA ∗ PA. As the result of the ex-
perimental events at the previous knowledge state index, the current knowledge state
index is now i0x8x264, which is described in Table 6.15:
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i0x8x264
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 14
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Modeled Predictors: CS, FR, PA, PA ∗ PA
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.15: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 3 of
Phase 1 - Test 2
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.16.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = 0.11 +
0.71CS - 0.32FR + 0.46PA +
1.8e-5PA ∗ PA
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS - 0.31FR + 0.46PA +
,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 90
Total Sample Cost 76
Number Of Samples Left 14
Table 6.16: Final Results of Phase 1 - Test 2
Phase 1 - Test 3
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR -
0.01FR ∗ FR + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The initial knowledge state index is i0, which is described in Table 6.17:
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i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 90
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.17: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 1 - Test 3
After performing the planned move of i0, the predictors that passed the screening
process are CuttingSpeed and FeedRate. As the result of the experimental events at
the previous knowledge state index, the current knowledge state index is now i0x4,
which is described in Table 6.18:
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i0x4
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.18: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 2 of
Phase 1 - Test 3
After performing the planned move of i0x4, the model is estimated to be BurrSize
= 0.034 - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR - 9.8e-3FR ∗ FR. As the result of the
experimental events at the previous knowledge state index, the current knowledge
state index is now i0x4x29, which is described in Table 6.19:
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i0x4x29
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 34
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR
Modeled Predictors:
CS ∗ CS,CS ∗ FR,FR ∗ FR
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.19: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 3 of
Phase 1 - Test 3
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.20.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = 0.034 -
0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR -
9.8e-3FR ∗ FR
Data Source Function
BurrSize = - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR
- 0.01FR ∗ FR + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 90
Total Sample Cost 56
Number Of Samples Left 34
Table 6.20: Final Results of Phase 1 - Test 3
Phase 1 - Test 4
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The initial knowledge state index is i0, which is described in Table 6.21:
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i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 90
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.21: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 1 - Test 4
After performing the planned move of i0, no variables passed the screening process.
As the result of the experimental events at the previous knowledge state index, the
current knowledge state index is now i0x1, which is described in Table 6.22:
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i0x1
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Vars: None
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.22: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 2 of
Phase 1 - Test 4
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.23.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results Screened predictors of BurrSize: None
Data Source Function BurrSize = ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 90
Total Sample Cost 24
Number Of Samples Left 66
Table 6.23: Final Results of Phase 1 - Test 4
Phase 1 Summary:
The research strategy is F-Good, and the sponsor is satisfied with the quality of
the model approximations.
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6.3 Phase 2 - Minimal Strategy Phase
6.3.1 Preliminary Sponsor-Designer Discussions
The sponsor wants to know what is the lowest amount of samples that produces
an F-Good research strategy using the same preferences as Example 1, and wants to
know how well that strategy performs.
6.3.2 Specifications Expressed Formally by Designer for Phase
2
Number of samples: minimal number required for F-Good initial knowledge state
index
Project Satisfaction Condition:
All predictors screened out, or response function constructed
Task Specification Function:
If potential predictors have not gone through screening (in order of preference, greatest
to least):
screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
screen(BurrSize(CS, FR))
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screen(BurrSize(CS))
If potential predictors have gone through screening (in order of preference, greatest to
least):
quadraticmodel(BurrSize(screened predictors)),
linearmodel(BurrSize(screened predictors)),
linearmodel(BurrSize(screened predictors - screened predictor of least priority))
...
linearmodel(BurrSize(highest priority screened variable)),
Experimental Design Preference Ordering Function:
For screening (in order of preference, greatest to least):
Full Factorial Design, 3 replications
Full Factorial Design, 2 replications
For linear modeling (in order of preference, greatest to least):
Full Factorial Design, 3 replications
Full Factorial Design, 2 replications
For quadratic modeling:
Central Composite Design
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maximum number of center points = (number of screened predictors+2)*2
minimum number of center points = number of screened predictors+4
maximum number of factorial points = 3
minimum number of factorial points = 2
maximum number of axial points = 3
minimum number of axial points = 2
start with maximum values, reduce number of center points first, then number of
axial points, then number of factorial points
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6.3.3 Model Approximation Testing - Minimal Strategy Phase
By binary search between 0 and 90, the lowest number of samples required to
construct an F-Good research strategy under the conditions of Section 6.3.2 is deter-
mined to be 8. Figure 6.3 is a visual representation of the F-Good research strategy,
determined from Section 6.3.2:
blue F-Good
red F-ResErr
magenta F-LogErr
Figure 6.3: Tree graph of research strategy for minimal strategy phase.
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These are the intermediate knowledge state indexes of the strategy constructed in
Phase 2:
i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 8
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS))
Experimental Design 1 variable 2-level full factorial, 2 reps
Design Cost 4
Table 6.24: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0 during Phase 2
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i0x2
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 4
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS
Task List linearmodel(BurrSize(CS))
Experimental Design 1 variable 2-level full factorial, 2 reps
Design Cost 4
Table 6.25: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x2 during Phase 2
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6.3.4 Model Approximation Testing - Minimal Strategy Phase
Phase 2 - Test 1
Function to Approximate: BurrSize= 0.71CS + 0.31FR+ 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗
CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The initial knowledge state index is i0, which is described in Table 6.26:
i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 8
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS))
Experimental Design 1 variable 2-level full factorial, 2 reps
Design Cost 4
Table 6.26: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 2 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0, the predictor that passed the screening
process is CuttingSpeed. As the result of the experimental events at the previous
knowledge state index, the current knowledge state index is now i0x2, which is de-
scribed in Table 6.27:
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i0x2
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 4
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS
Task List linearmodel(BurrSize(CS))
Experimental Design 1 variable 2-level full factorial, 2 reps
Design Cost 4
Table 6.27: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 2 of
Phase 2 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0x2, the model is estimated to be BurrSize
= 18.0 + 0.01CS. As the result of the experimental events at the previous knowledge
state index, the current knowledge state index is now i0x2x2, which is described in
Table 6.28:
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i0x2x2
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 0
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS
Modeled Predictors: CS
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.28: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 3 of
Phase 2 - Test 1
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.29.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = 18.0 +
0.01CS
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA -
0.01CS ∗ CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
+ ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 8
Total Sample Cost 8
Number Of Samples Left 0
Table 6.29: Final Results of Phase 2 - Test 1
Phase 2 - Test 2
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = 0.71CS - 0.31FR + 0.46PA + , 
∼ N(0,0.01)
The predictor that passed the screening process is CuttingSpeed. The model is
estimated to be BurrSize = 5.7 + 0.71CS. The terminating knowledge state index
is described in Table 6.30:
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i0x2x2
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 0
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS
Modeled Predictors: CS
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.30: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 2 - Test 2
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.31.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = 5.7 +
0.71CS
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS - 0.31FR + 0.46PA +
,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 8
Total Sample Cost 8
Number Of Samples Left 0
Table 6.31: Final Results of Phase 2 - Test 2
Phase 2 - Test 3
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR -
0.01FR ∗ FR + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The predictor that passed the screening process is CuttingSpeed. The model is
estimated to be BurrSize = 7.8 + 0.05CS. The terminating knowledge state index
is described in Table 6.32:
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i0x2x2
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 0
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS
Modeled Predictors: CS
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.32: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 2 - Test 3
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.33.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = 7.8 +
0.05CS
Data Source Function
BurrSize = - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR
- 0.01FR ∗ FR + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 8
Total Sample Cost 8
Number Of Samples Left 0
Table 6.33: Final Results of Phase 2 - Test 3
Phase 2 - Test 4
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
No predictors passed the screening process. The terminating knowledge state
index is described in Table 6.34:
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i0x1
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 4
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Vars: None
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.34: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 2 - Test 4
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.35.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results Screened predictors of BurrSize: None
Data Source Function BurrSize = ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 8
Total Sample Cost 4
Number Of Samples Left 4
Table 6.35: Final Results of Phase 2 - Test 4
Phase 2 Summary:
While the constructed research strategy is F-Good and is considerably cheaper
than the last research strategy, it is not nearly as able to perform model approxi-
mation. The sponsor does not like this particular research strategy, and wants to
see if a minimal research strategy can be constructed that still performs the desired
analytical tasks.
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6.4 Phase 3 - No Task Compromise Minimal Strat-
egy Phase
6.4.1 Preliminary Sponsor-Designer Discussions
The sponsor didn’t like the results of Example 2, and wants to know what is the
lowest amount of samples that produces an F-Good research strategy using the same
preferences as the previous example, except that for eliminating compromise for the
task list, and wants to know how well that strategy performs.
6.4.2 Specifications Expressed Formally by Designer for Phase
3
Number of samples: minimal number required for F-Good initial knowledge state
index
Project Satisfaction Condition:
All predictors screened out, or response function constructed
Task Specification Function:
If potential predictors have not gone through screening:
screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
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If potential predictors have gone through screening (in order of preference, greatest to
least):
quadraticmodel(BurrSize(screened predictors))
Experimental Design Preference Ordering Function:
For screening (in order of preference, greatest to least):
Full Factorial Design, 3 replications
Full Factorial Design, 2 replications
For quadratic modeling:
Central Composite Design
maximum number of center points = (number of screened predictors+2)*2
minimum number of center points = number of screened predictors+4
maximum number of factorial points = 3
minimum number of factorial points = 2
maximum number of axial points = 3
minimum number of axial points = 2
start with maximum values, reduce number of center points first, then number of
axial points, then number of factorial points
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6.4.3 Constructed Research Strategy - No Task Compromise
Minimal Strategy Phase
By binary search between 0 and 90, the lowest number of samples required to
construct an F-Good research strategy under the conditions of Section 6.4.2 is deter-
mined to be 51. Figure 6.4 is a visual representation of the F-Good research strategy,
determined from Section 6.4.2:
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blue F-Good
red F-ResErr
magenta F-LogErr
Figure 6.4: Tree graph of research strategy for no task compromise minimal
strategy phase.
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These are the intermediate knowledge state indexes of the strategy constructed in
Phase 3:
i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 51
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 2 reps
Design Cost 16
Table 6.36: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0 during Phase 3
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i0x2
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 35
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.37: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x2 during Phase 3
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i0x3
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 35
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: FR
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(FR))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.38: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x3 during Phase 3
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i0x4
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 35
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.39: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x4 during Phase 3
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i0x5
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 35
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(PA))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.40: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x5 during Phase 3
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i0x6
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 35
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, PA))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.41: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x6 during Phase 3
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i0x7
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 35
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(FR, PA))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.42: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x7 during Phase 3
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i0x8
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 35
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 2 axial reps, 2 factorial
reps, 7 center points
Design Cost 35
Table 6.43: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x8 during Phase 3
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6.4.4 Model Approximation Testing - No Task Compromise
Minimal Strategy Phase
Phase 3 - Test 1
Function to Approximate: BurrSize= 0.71CS + 0.31FR+ 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗
CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The initial knowledge state index is i0, which is described in Table 6.44:
i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 51
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 2 reps
Design Cost 16
Table 6.44: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 3 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0, the predictors that passed the screening
process are CuttingSpeed, FeedRate, and PointAngle. As the result of the exper-
imental events at the previous knowledge state index, the current knowledge state
index is now i0x8, which is described in Table 6.45:
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i0x8
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 35
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 2 axial reps, 2 factorial
reps, 7 center points
Design Cost 35
Table 6.45: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 2 of
Phase 3 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0x8, the model is estimated to be BurrSize
= -0.011 + 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗CS - 0.01FR∗FR - 0.01PA∗PA.
As the result of the experimental events at the previous knowledge state index, the
current knowledge state index is now i0x8x336, which is described in Table 6.46:
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i0x8x336
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 0
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Modeled Predictors:
CS, FR, PA,CS ∗ CS, FR ∗ FR, PA ∗ PA
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.46: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 3 of
Phase 3 - Test 1
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.47.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = - 0.011 +
0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS ∗CS
- 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA -
0.01CS ∗ CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
+ ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 51
Total Sample Cost 51
Number Of Samples Left 0
Table 6.47: Final Results of Phase 3 - Test 1
Phase 3 - Test 2
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = 0.71CS - 0.31FR + 0.46PA + , 
∼ N(0,0.01)
The predictors that passed the screening process are CuttingSpeed, FeedRate,
and PointAngle. The model is estimated to be BurrSize = 0.061 + 0.71CS - 0.31FR
+ 0.46PA. The terminating knowledge state index is described in Table 6.48:
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i0x8x8
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 0
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Modeled Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.48: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 3 - Test 2
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.49.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = 0.061 +
0.71CS - 0.31FR + 0.46PA
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS - 0.31FR + 0.46PA +
,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 51
Total Sample Cost 51
Number Of Samples Left 0
Table 6.49: Final Results of Phase 3 - Test 2
Phase 3 - Test 3
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR -
0.01FR ∗ FR + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The predictors that passed the screening process are CuttingSpeed and FeedRate.
The model is estimated to be BurrSize = -0.023 - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR -
0.01FR ∗ FR. The terminating knowledge state index is described in Table 6.50:
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i0x4x29
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 3
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR
Modeled Predictors:
CS ∗ CS,CS ∗ FR,FR ∗ FR
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.50: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 3 - Test 3
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.51.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = - 0.023 -
0.01CS ∗CS + 0.05CS ∗FR - 0.01FR ∗FR
Data Source Function
BurrSize = - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR
- 0.01FR ∗ FR + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 51
Total Sample Cost 48
Number Of Samples Left 3
Table 6.51: Final Results of Phase 3 - Test 3
Phase 3 - Test 4
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
No predictors passed the screening process. The terminating knowledge state
index is described in Table 6.52:
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i0x1
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 35
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Vars: None
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.52: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 3 - Test 4
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.53.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results Screened predictors of BurrSize: None
Data Source Function BurrSize = ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 51
Total Sample Cost 16
Number Of Samples Left 35
Table 6.53: Final Results of Phase 3 - Test 4
Phase 3 Summary:
This research strategy is F-Good, and is much cheaper than the original research
strategy, while still being able to incorporate the predictors of interest.
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6.5 Phase 4 - Logic Error Phase
6.5.1 Preliminary Sponsor-Designer Discussions
The sponsor likes the results of Example 2, but wants to change the project
satisfaction condition to require having a response function constructed containing
all variables initially considered, and wants to see what happens. The designer is
allowed 90 samples.
6.5.2 Specifications Expressed Formally by Designer for Phase
4
Number of samples: 90
Project Satisfaction Condition:
Response function constructed containing all predictors initially considered
Task Specification Function:
If potential predictors have not gone through screening:
screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
If potential predictors have gone through screening (in order of preference, greatest to
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least):
quadraticmodel(BurrSize(screened predictors))
Experimental Design Preference Ordering Function:
For screening (in order of preference, greatest to least):
Full Factorial Design, 3 replications
Full Factorial Design, 2 replications
For quadratic modeling:
Central Composite Design
maximum number of center points = (number of screened predictors+2)*2
minimum number of center points = number of screened predictors+4
maximum number of factorial points = 3
minimum number of factorial points = 2
maximum number of axial points = 3
minimum number of axial points = 2
start with maximum values, reduce number of center points first, then number of
axial points, then number of factorial points
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6.5.3 Constructed Research Strategy - Logic Error Phase
Figure 6.5 is a visual representation of the F-LogErr research strategy, determined
from Section 6.5.2:
blue F-Good
red F-ResErr
magenta F-LogErr
Figure 6.5: Tree graph of research strategy for logic error phase.
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These are the intermediate knowledge state indexes of the strategy constructed in
Phase 4:
i0
State and Type F-LogErr intermediate index
Samples Available 90
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.54: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0 during Phase 4
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i0x2
State and Type F-LogErr intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.55: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x2 during Phase 4
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i0x3
State and Type F-LogErr intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: FR
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(FR))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.56: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x3 during Phase 4
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i0x4
State and Type F-LogErr intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.57: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x4 during Phase 4
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i0x5
State and Type F-LogErr intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(PA))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.58: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x5 during Phase 4
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i0x6
State and Type F-LogErr intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, PA))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.59: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x6 during Phase 4
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i0x7
State and Type F-LogErr intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(FR, PA))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.60: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x7 during Phase 4
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i0x8
State and Type F-LogErr intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 10 center points
Design Cost 52
Table 6.61: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x8 during Phase 4
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6.5.4 Model Approximation Testing - Logic Error Phase
Phase 4 - Test 1
Function to Approximate: BurrSize= 0.71CS + 0.31FR+ 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗
CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The initial knowledge state index is i0, which is described in Table 6.62:
i0
State and Type F-LogErr intermediate index
Samples Available 90
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.62: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 4 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0, the predictors that passed the screening
process are CuttingSpeed, FeedRate, and PointAngle. As the result of the exper-
imental events at the previous knowledge state index, the current knowledge state
index is now i0x8, which is described in Table 6.63:
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i0x8
State and Type F-LogErr intermediate index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 10 center points
Design Cost 52
Table 6.63: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 2 of
Phase 4 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0x8, the model is estimated to be BurrSize
= 0.079 + 0.71CS + 0.3FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS ∗CS - 9.9e-3FR∗FR - 0.01PA∗PA.
As the result of the experimental events at the previous knowledge state index, the
current knowledge state index is now i0x8x336, which is described in Table 6.64:
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i0x8x336
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 14
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Modeled Predictors:
CS, FR, PA,CS ∗ CS, FR ∗ FR, PA ∗ PA
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.64: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 3 of
Phase 4 - Test 1
A response function has been successfully modeled, and the model contains all of
the predictors of interest, so experimentation can stop, and the final results can be
shown. The type of termination, the main experimental results, and the overall cost
are displayed in Figure 6.65.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = 0.079 +
0.71CS + 0.3FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS ∗ CS
- 9.9e-3FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA -
0.01CS ∗ CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
+ ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 90
Total Sample Cost 76
Number Of Samples Left 14
Table 6.65: Final Results of Phase 4 - Test 1
Phase 4 - Test 2
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = 0.71CS - 0.31FR + 0.46PA + , 
∼ N(0,0.01)
The predictors that passed the screening process are CuttingSpeed, FeedRate,
and PointAngle. The model is estimated to be BurrSize = 0.011 + 0.71CS - 0.31FR
+ 0.46PA + 1.4e-4CS ∗ FR. The terminating knowledge state index is described in
Table 6.66:
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i0x8x24
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 14
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Modeled Predictors: CS, FR, PA,CS ∗ FR
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.66: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 4 - Test 2
A response function has been successfully modeled, and the model contains all of
the predictors of interest, so experimentation can stop, and the final results can be
shown. The type of termination, the main experimental results, and the overall cost
are displayed in Figure 6.67.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = 0.011 +
0.71CS - 0.31FR + 0.46PA +
1.4e-4CS ∗ FR
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS - 0.31FR + 0.46PA +
,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 90
Total Sample Cost 76
Number Of Samples Left 14
Table 6.67: Final Results of Phase 4 - Test 2
Phase 4 - Test 3
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR -
0.01FR ∗ FR + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The predictors that passed the screening process are CuttingSpeed and FeedRate.
The model is estimated to be BurrSize = -0.038 - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR -
0.01FR ∗ FR. The terminating knowledge state index is described in Table 6.68:
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i0x4x29
State and Type F-LogErr terminating index
Samples Available 34
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR
Modeled Predictors:
CS ∗ CS,CS ∗ FR,FR ∗ FR
Task List FinishLogErr
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.68: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 4 - Test 3
A response function for BurrSize has been modeled, but it does not contain all the
predictors of interest, which does not meet the project satisfaction condition. Con-
sequently, the project satisfaction function determines that experimentation should
continue. However, the available analytical tasks are specified to create a model with
predictors that pass the screening and modeling significance tests. Since this been
successfully achieved, the specified analytical task list is empty. This means that
there are no more tasks to perform, and yet experimentation is supposed to continue.
Due to this logical contradiction, experimentation will stop, and the results obtained
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so far will be given. The type of termination, the main experimental results, and the
overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.69.
Results
Terminating Index State F-LogErr
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = - 0.038 -
0.01CS ∗CS + 0.05CS ∗FR - 0.01FR ∗FR
Data Source Function
BurrSize = - 0.01CS ∗ CS + 0.05CS ∗ FR
- 0.01FR ∗ FR + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 90
Total Sample Cost 56
Number Of Samples Left 34
Table 6.69: Final Results of Phase 4 - Test 3
Phase 4 - Test 4
Function to Approximate: BurrSize = ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
No predictors passed the screening process. The terminating knowledge state
index is described in Table 6.70:
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i0x1
State and Type F-LogErr terminating index
Samples Available 66
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Vars: None
Task List FinishLogErr
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.70: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 4 - Test 4
All predictors for BurrSize have been screened out, which does not meet the
project satisfaction condition. Consequently, the project satisfaction function deter-
mines that experimentation should continue. However, the available analytical tasks
are specified to create a model with predictors that pass the screening and modeling
significance tests. Since this been successfully achieved, the specified analytical task
list is empty. This means that there are no more tasks to perform, and yet experi-
mentation is supposed to continue. Due to this logical contradiction, which cannot
be resolved experimentally, experimentation will stop, and the results obtained so far
will be given. The type of termination, the main experimental results, and the overall
cost are displayed in Figure 6.71.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-LogErr
Experimental Results Screened predictors of BurrSize: None
Data Source Function BurrSize = ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 90
Total Sample Cost 24
Number Of Samples Left 66
Table 6.71: Final Results of Phase 4 - Test 4
Phase 4 Summary:
The problem with the new project satisfaction condition is that it only includes
knowledge state indexes which represents the case where all variables pass screening
and fit the model. The problem with this is that any hypothesis must be falsifiable,
and any screening or modeling analytical task can produce a possible fact that will
make the new project satisfaction condition unsatisfiable. Therefore, this is not a
good project satisfaction condition.
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6.6 Phase 5 - Catastrophe Phase
6.6.1 Preliminary Sponsor-Designer Discussions
The sponsor really didn’t like the results of Example 4, but wants to know what
happens if samples are accidently lost between performing the first and second exper-
imental designs. The sponsor wants the designer to have 71 samples, and plan for 71
samples, but wants to see what happens if samples disappear between the first and
second experimental designs, and wants the designer to compensate for the loss.
6.6.2 Specifications Expressed Formally by Designer for Phase
5
Number of samples: 71
Project Satisfaction Condition:
All potential predictors screened out, or response function constructed
Task Specification Function:
If potential predictors have not gone through screening:
screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
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If potential predictors have gone through screening (in order of preference, greatest to
least):
quadraticmodel(BurrSize(screened predictors))
Experimental Design Preference Ordering Function:
For screening (in order of preference, greatest to least):
Full Factorial Design, 3 replications
Full Factorial Design, 2 replications
For quadratic modeling:
Central Composite Design
maximum number of center points = (number of screened predictors+2)*2
minimum number of center points = number of screened predictors+4
maximum number of factorial points = 3
minimum number of factorial points = 2
maximum number of axial points = 3
minimum number of axial points = 2
start with maximum values, reduce number of center points first, then number of
axial points, then number of factorial points
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6.6.3 Constructed Research Strategy - Catastrophe Phase
Figure 6.6 is a visual representation of the F-Good research strategy, determined
from Section 6.6.2 (pre-catastrophe):
blue F-Good
red F-ResErr
magenta F-LogErr
Figure 6.6: Tree graph of research strategy (pre-catastrophe) for catastrophe
phase.
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These are the intermediate knowledge state indexes of the research strategy con-
structed in Phase 5(pre-catastrophe):
i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 71
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.72: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0 during Phase 5(pre-
catastrophe)
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i0x2
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 47
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.73: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x2 during
Phase 5(pre-catastrophe)
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i0x3
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 47
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: FR
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(FR))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.74: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x3 during
Phase 5(pre-catastrophe)
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i0x4
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 47
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.75: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x4 during
Phase 5(pre-catastrophe)
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i0x5
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 47
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(PA))
Experimental Design
1 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 6 center points
Design Cost 18
Table 6.76: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x5 during
Phase 5(pre-catastrophe)
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i0x6
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 47
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, PA))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.77: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x6 during
Phase 5(pre-catastrophe)
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i0x7
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 47
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(FR, PA))
Experimental Design
2 variable CCD, 3 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 8 center points
Design Cost 32
Table 6.78: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x7 during
Phase 5(pre-catastrophe)
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i0x8
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 47
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 2 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 10 center points
Design Cost 46
Table 6.79: Descriptions of the knowledge state index i0x8 during
Phase 5(pre-catastrophe)
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6.6.4 Model Approximation Testing - Catastrophe Phase
Phase 5 - Test 1
Catastrophic loss of samples at second stage: 5
Function to Approximate: BurrSize= 0.71CS + 0.31FR+ 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗
CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The initial knowledge state index is i0, which is described in Table 6.80:
i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 71
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.80: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 5 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0, the predictors that passed the screening
process are CuttingSpeed, FeedRate, and PointAngle. As the result of the exper-
imental events at the previous knowledge state index, the current knowledge state
index is now i0x8, which is described in Table 6.81:
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i0x8
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 47
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 2 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 10 center points
Design Cost 46
Table 6.81: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 3 of
Phase 5 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0x8, the model is estimated to be BurrSize
= -6.6e-3 + 0.71CS + 0.32FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗CS - 0.01FR∗FR - 0.01PA∗PA.
As the result of the experimental events at the previous knowledge state index, the
current knowledge state index is now i0x8x336, which is described in Table 6.82:
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i0x8x336
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 1
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Modeled Predictors:
CS, FR, PA,CS ∗ CS, FR ∗ FR, PA ∗ PA
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.82: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 5 of
Phase 5 - Test 1
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.83.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = - 6.6e-3 +
0.71CS + 0.32FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS ∗CS
- 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA -
0.01CS ∗ CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
+ ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 71
Total Sample Cost 70
Number Of Samples Left 1
Table 6.83: Final Results of Phase 5 - Test 1
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Phase 5 - Test 2
Catastrophic loss of samples at second stage: 10
Function to Approximate: BurrSize= 0.71CS + 0.31FR+ 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗
CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The initial knowledge state index is i0, which is described in Table 6.84:
i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 71
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.84: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 5 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0, the predictors that passed the screening
process are CuttingSpeed, FeedRate, and PointAngle. As the result of the exper-
imental events at the previous knowledge state index, the current knowledge state
index is now i0x8, which is described in Table 6.85:
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i0x8
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 47
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 2 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 10 center points
Design Cost 46
Table 6.85: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 3 of
Phase 5 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0x8, the model is estimated to be BurrSize
= -0.039 + 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗CS - 2.2e-5CS∗PA - 0.01FR∗FR
- 0.01PA ∗ PA. As the result of the experimental events at the previous knowledge
state index, the current knowledge state index is now i0x8x368, which is described in
Table 6.86:
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i0x8x368
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 1
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Modeled Predictors: CS, FR, PA,CS ∗
CS,CS ∗ PA, FR ∗ FR, PA ∗ PA
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.86: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 5 of
Phase 5 - Test 1
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.87.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = - 0.039 +
0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS ∗CS
- 2.2e-5CS ∗ PA - 0.01FR ∗ FR -
0.01PA ∗ PA
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA -
0.01CS ∗ CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
+ ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 71
Total Sample Cost 70
Number Of Samples Left 1
Table 6.87: Final Results of Phase 5 - Test 1
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Phase 5 - Test 3
Catastrophic loss of samples at second stage: 15
Function to Approximate: BurrSize= 0.71CS + 0.31FR+ 0.46PA - 0.01CS∗
CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA + ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
The initial knowledge state index is i0, which is described in Table 6.88:
i0
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 71
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Task List screen(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design 3 variable 2-level full factorial, 3 reps
Design Cost 24
Table 6.88: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 1 of
Phase 5 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0, the predictors that passed the screening
process are CuttingSpeed, FeedRate, and PointAngle. As the result of the exper-
imental events at the previous knowledge state index, the current knowledge state
index is now i0x8, which is described in Table 6.89:
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i0x8
State and Type F-Good intermediate index
Samples Available 47
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Task List quadraticmodel(BurrSize(CS, FR, PA))
Experimental Design
3 variable CCD, 2 axial reps, 3 factorial
reps, 10 center points
Design Cost 46
Table 6.89: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 3 of
Phase 5 - Test 1
After performing the planned move of i0x8, the model is estimated to be BurrSize
= 9.5e-3 + 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS ∗CS - 0.01FR∗FR - 0.01PA∗PA.
As the result of the experimental events at the previous knowledge state index, the
current knowledge state index is now i0x8x336, which is described in Table 6.90:
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i0x8x336
State and Type F-Good terminating index
Samples Available 1
Obtained Facts
Potentially Significant Predictors:
CS, FR, PA
Screened Predictors: CS, FR, PA
Modeled Predictors:
CS, FR, PA,CS ∗ CS, FR ∗ FR, PA ∗ PA
Task List FinishGood
Experimental Design Finish
Design Cost 0
Table 6.90: Descriptions of the knowledge state index during Move 5 of
Phase 5 - Test 1
A response function has been successfully modeled, so experimentation can stop,
and the final results can be shown. The type of termination, the main experimental
results, and the overall cost are displayed in Figure 6.91.
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Results
Terminating Index State F-Good
Experimental Results
Estimated Function: BurrSize = 9.5e-3 +
0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA - 0.01CS ∗CS
- 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
Data Source Function
BurrSize = 0.71CS + 0.31FR + 0.46PA -
0.01CS ∗ CS - 0.01FR ∗ FR - 0.01PA ∗ PA
+ ,  ∼ N(0,0.01)
Original Number of Samples 71
Total Sample Cost 70
Number Of Samples Left 1
Table 6.91: Final Results of Phase 5 - Test 1
Phase 5 Summary:
The sponsor is able to observe that even though the minimal strategy cost is
51, as shown in Section 6.4. However, the 71-sample strategy is constructed with
the expectation that 71 samples are available, and the planned move for the initial
knowledge state index costs more samples as a result. Therefore, a loss of 15 samples
at the second stage prevents completion of the project in the case where all variables
pass the screening process. The sponsor is willing to accept this, and so accepts the
71-sample research strategy.
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7.1 Results
The key purpose of this research has been to develop a statistical decision-making
methodology that can help the researcher to make experimental design choices so
as not to waste resources. ARC-RSM is a mathematically sound way to produce
deterministically generated, reproducible, testable, defendable, adaptive, resource-
constrained multi-stage experimental schedules without having to spend physical re-
source, as outlined below:
Deterministically generated:
Each research strategy is specified by predetermined conditions and preferences,
and each step of the process is deterministic (see Chapters 3-4).
Reproducible:
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Every possible planned move of a research strategy uses an existing form of ex-
perimental design that is strictly definable in mathematical representations, and is
reproducible in the real world (see Section 2.1). In addition, the planned moves of
a research strategy are deterministically generated. Therefore, different people using
ARC-RSM with the same specifications will end up reproducing the same research
strategy.
Testable:
Since a research strategy uses experimental designs which are applicable in the
real world, it is testable in a real-world environment. In addition, since it is mathe-
matically sound and finitely bounded (see Section 3.3 and Sections 4.6-4.8), it can be
tested in a simulated environment.
Defendable:
Each step in generating and using a research strategy is explicitly stated and
finitely bounded (see Chapters 3-4), and each choice is restricted to analytical tasks
and experimental designs of established literature.
Adaptive:
The compromise conditions allow planned moves to adjust to feedback during
generation (see Section 4.7), and the localized logic at each knowledge index allows
adjustment of the research strategy in response to unexpected occurrences (see Sec-
tion 6.6.4).
Resource-constrained:
It is a direct requirement of the methodology that the resource constraints be
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explicitly defined during the specification of the initial knowledge index (see Sec-
tion 3.3).
7.2 Current Limitations
In order to incorporate realistic and pre-existing research limitations, and to ensure
terminability, bounding conditions were defined (see Definition 4.22):
• There could only be a finite number of analytical tasks considered at one time,
and the list of tasks could only be reduced. If new tasks could be added, then
there could potentially be an infinite loop of tasks being added and removed,
and terminability could not be assured. Similarly, only a finite number of ex-
perimental designs could be considered for each design list, and that list can
only go down.
• While an analytical task could return a potentially infinite number of numerical
values, that range of values had to be broken into a finite number of partitions,
based on what would be considered significant. For example, the range of
a significance test would be partitioned into ’pass’ and ’fail’. Otherwise, a
planned move could have an infinite number of results, making an exhaustive
search impossible (in finite time), so terminability could not be assured.
• There has to be a global lower bound for how much an experimental design could
cost, or else experimentation could potentially continue forever, since there
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could be a sequence experimental design costing half of the resource available
to it, so the resource never actually runs out.
In addition, there are also two limiting issues with this methodology:
1. There does not seem to be a general way to incorporate the data of an inter-
rupted experimental design into another experimental design. Therefore, this
methodology is limited to starting over with the facts gained by that point and
the new amount of resources.
2. This methodology currently uses brute force searches to determine the preferred
choice from a reducing algorithm. While it is exhaustive, it can also be poten-
tially expensive computationally.
7.3 Future Research
There are three main interests for future research:
1. It would likely be beneficial to use mathematical simplification methods, such as
homomorphisms and quotient groups, to convert and reduce complex analytical
tasks to more basic structures that would be easier to analyze. For example,
y = a + b2 might be considered equivalent to y = a2 + b. Even if there are
fine distinctions that are important to the sponsor, a simplified form might
be useful in eliminating undesirable planned moves from a reducing algorithm
before those distinctions are established.
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2. In order to improve the efficiency of task-design selection, it would be of interest
to study and compare the performances of different heuristic interpretations and
alterations of preference functions. This would allow researchers to develop more
efficient but equivalent methods to represent the task-design selection desired
by the sponsor-designer team. For example, there can be a rule that no more
than a third of the total resources can be spent on screening. This would help
designers determine additional criteria for the methodology, beyond what has
already been defined, that could improve how quickly a research strategy can be
constructed. Furthermore, evolutionary methods like genetic algorithms can be
used to further this process, with mathematical methods like topology providing
criteria for the evolution of new heuristics.
3. While this methodology has been developed for response surface methodology,
it is not inherently limited to it. Therefore, it would be of interest to study
how to extend ARC-RSM beyond traditional RSM to other types of statistical
analysis, incorporating new tools such as artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic,
reconstructability analysis, etc.
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Appendix A
Additional Background
A.1 Design of Experiments
Definition A.1. A response is a main element of interest within a system that a
researcher is trying to control, but cannot manipulate directly. When trying to affect a
given response, an element of interest which can be directly controlled and is suspected
of having a direct effect on the response is called a predictor. An experimental run
is an observance of the response variable as the values of the predictor variables are
changed or replicated. An element which may affect the response, but is not of interest
to the experimenter, is called a nuisance factor. An experimental design is a
schedule of experimental runs arranged in order to isolate specific effects and reduce
the effects of nuisance factors.
Definition A.2. Blocking is a type of experimental design technique in which ex-
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perimental runs are arranged in order to reduce specific nuisance factors.
Definition A.3. Screening is a process which can be performed using experimental
design, which is intended to determine which predictors have a significant effect on
the response.
Definition A.4. Modeling is a process which can be performed using experimental
design, which is intended to determine the relationship the predictors have on the
response, including the effects that the interrelationships of the predictors have on
the response. This relationship includes a response function, which is a function
which outputs a prediction of the response based upon the predictor values.
Definition A.5. Optimization is a process which can be performed using exper-
imental design, and which requires an existing response function, uses the current
response function with new experimental data to derive an estimate for the predictor
values most likely to result in an optimal value for the response.
Definition A.6. A central composite design is a kind of experimental design
typically used for fitting a second-order model. An example of a 2-factor central
composite design is shown in Figure A.1.
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x2 
x1 a b 
c 
d 
(high,high) (low,high) 
(low,low) (high,low) 
center 
axial 
axial 
axial 
axial 
Figure A.1: Example of a central composite design with two predictors.
The point at the center of the design is referred to as a center point, the points
of the square are referred to as corner points (the name can vary), and the points
at the end of the cross are axial points.
Definition A.7. A factorial design is a kind of experimental design with a variety
of uses (screening is one of the most common), and can be embedded in more com-
plicated experimental designs. A factorial design has k predictors, and each predictor
has n levels. In a full factorial design, also called a nk factorial design, each
possible combination of predictor levels is tested the same number of times as the
others. An example of a 22 factorial design is shown in Figure A.2.
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x2 
x1 a b 
c 
d 
(high,high) (low,high) 
(low,low) (high,low) 
Figure A.2: Example of a 22 factorial design.
However, full factorial experimental designs can be expensive, and we might only be
able to afford a fractional factorial design, also called a nk−j factorial design,
in which only a fraction (nk−j) of the experimental runs are performed.
A.2 Set Theory
Definition A.8. A predicate is a description of properties and/or interrelationships
of one or more elements (For example, ”x is red”). This can be expressed as a
function; for example, ”isRed(x)” to mean ”x is red.”
Definition A.9. A set is a collection of objects in which order has no significance.
The specification of a set S is the condition that an object must satisfy in order to
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be a member of S. A set is defined by its specification as such:
set name = {x : predicate describing the specification of set that x must satisfy}
Definition A.10. An index set is a set whose elements are used to represent loca-
tions.
Definition A.11. A set R is a relation if it is a set of ordered pairs. If R is a
relation, xRy means the same thing as (x, y) ∈ R. The domain and range of a
relation R(abbreviated dom R and ran R respectively) are defined as
dom R = {x : for some y, xRy}
ran R = {y : for some x, xRy}
Definition A.12. Let R be a relation. If xRx for every x ∈ dom R∪ ran R, then R
is reflexive. If xRy implies yRx, then R is symmetric. If xRy and yRx implies
x = y, then R is antisymmetric. If If xRy and yRz implies xRz, then R is
transitive.
Definition A.13. Let R be a relation. If R is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive,
then it is a partial order. A set with a partial order is called a partially ordered
set.
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Definition A.14. If R is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, then it is an equiva-
lence relation. If xRy for an equivalence relation R, then x and y are equivalent
under R. A partition C of a set X is a disjoint collection of nonempty subsets of X
whose union is X.
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